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The Halifax (Nova Scotia) Port Authority is
examining plans for super-ships carrying 6600
containers and linking Halifax with the deep water at
Scapa Flow, Orkney. Containers would transhipped
to and from smaller vessels connecting with European
destinations. The plans are at a very early stage and
are being assessed in a 6-month study by Dr Alf Baird
of Napier University with funding from HIE. The
scheme could help replace declining traffic through
the Orkney oil port at Flotta but will face stiff
competition from other routes - including existing
transatlantic routes and the planned high-speed
container route from Philadelphia to Cherbourg (STR
Issue 7, p20; H3Feb)
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Federal Express has threatened to end its five-timesa-week air freight service to Prestwick from 3 April
unless government grants fifth freedom rights at
Stansted as well as Prestwick. Stagecoach, owner
of Prestwick Airport, has announced that it will still
invest in the expansion of air freight and will encourage
other existing freight users to make up for any loss of
traffic if FedEx proceeds to implement withdrawal
(H31Jan&2Feb)
To the dismay of local objectors, the City of Edinburgh
The Herald 3 Feb. ‘00
Council and green transport group TRANSform
Scotland, Sarah Boyack has decided not to call in
Midlothian Council’s planning application for a 3 mile upgrade to dual carriageway of the A701 route approach to the Edinburgh Bypass. The
new route will be on a separate alignment, leaving the existing road for local traffic. The route is intended to support economic development
(H3Feb)
P&O has announced plans for an car delivery service from the continent, undercutting existing car prices and facilitating savings of from £1000
to £20,000 per vehicle for British customers (H31Jan)
A consortium of developers, headed by chartered surveyor John McGregor has launched E-Rail, a £25m plan to reopen Edinburgh’s South
Suburban Railway with 13 new station and funding being assisted by developments around stations. Prof. George Hazel, former Head of City
Development for Edinburgh Council, is also involved in the group (S 28 Jan)
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The Scottish Transport Bill
appeared too late for comment in
this issue but will feature in the
next edition. Immediate press
comment focused on the planned
national scheme for concession
fares for pensioners and disabled
people yet the Bill marks much
wider policy changes, looking towards 10 to 20 year strategies.
We are grateful to the six special contributors to this issue (p 811) who have ventured a 2020 view on prospects for transport
and the environment at the start of the new millennium. The
viewpoints are by no means identical yet they recognise the
importance of anticipating relationships between culture,
technology, the economy and the environment rather than a
simple projection of past trends. This is likely to happen in a
changing democratic and socially inclusive environment which
is itself open to the influence and possibilities of the new
communications and telematics networks.

With sponsorship from Scottish Airports, FirstGroup,
Railtrack, Scottish Enterprise and Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and support from TRI Napier University, The
Robert Gordon University and Heriot-Watt University.

Printed on chlorine-free paper
by Paragon Design and Print
10 Lawn Street, PAISLEY PA1 1HB

Non-executive director,
Martin
Gilbert
of
Aberdeen
Asset
Management, is the new
FirstGroup chairman.
Finance dirctor, Tony
Osbaldiston, becomes
Deputy Chief Executive
under Moir Lockhead.
Robbie Duncan takes
over responsibility for real
Doug Ford and Moir Lockhead announce
estate and environmental
BP Amoco Deal
matters in addition to UK
The Herald 10 Dec. ‘99
bus responsibilities. Mike
Mitchell
replaces
Richard George as FirstGroup’s rail director. Share value has dropped
marginally. A £400m three-year deal for low sulphur diesel fuel has
been concluded with BP Amoco (S10&23Dec)

At a more mundane level, the latest contribution from the Scottish
Household Survey (p 16) sheds light on patterns of travel to
work and the reasons for modal choice. The Statistics Section
(p 17-19) shows up a puzzling feature which needs further
investigation i.e. though movement growth in, and to and from,
Scotland remains strong, growth in road miles over the past three
years seems to have fallen below 1% a year despite economic
growth at, or over, 2% a year. This is less than half the rate of
road traffic growth in England. Does this confirm some
fundamental differences between Scotland and England or is it
a statistical quirk belying the real situation? Clearly, some further
analysis is necessary to inform debate and decisions.
Tom Hart, Editor

Published by STSG
Redwood House, 66 Spylaw Road
EDINBURGH EH10 5BR

Stagecoach Holdings group headquarters has moved to 10 Dunkeld
Rd, PERTH PH1 5TW 01738 442 111
www.stagecoachplc.com
Plans to buy 35% of the Italian bus company Sogin have been dropped
but pre-tax profits of the Hong Kong subsidiary have risen sharply.
The share price is moving upwards though Chief Executive Mike Kinski
has stated that Prestwick Airport may still be sold if the price was
right. Stagecoach has been tipped as a possible bidder for MTL, the
cash-strapped Merseyside bus and rail group and is working on
proposals to retain its existing rail passenger franchises and secure
others with longer terms. Jim Leng, chief Executive of Laporte
chemicals, has joined the main board of Stagecoach
(S9Dec&4&12Jan; H9&18Dec)

World’s End!
The world did not end at
the start of 2000 but, a little
earlier, a local bus did
make its presence felt in
the World’s End pub at
Whitesands, Dumfries.
There were no serious
injuries.
Herald 20Nov.

National Express has acquired Chicago based ATC public transit
provider, increasing its involvement in the USA.(S&H5Jan) Arriva
has pulled out of discussions on acquiring Norgebuss (H8Jan)
Metroline, the London-based owner of Scottish Citylink, has doubled
turnover. 2.2 million passengers were carried in Scotland with fare
yields up 2% and operating profit up 4% (S8Dec)
Pre-tax return on capital in haulage has fallen from 10.84% in mid
1998 to 9.8% (Freight, Jan) Grampian Holdings is to set up an
£11m South Midlands freight at Crick near Rugby to extend the reach
of the Malcolm Group transport and distribution subsidiary. This
investment has been helped by a long-term contract with United Glass.
Eventually, the new depot will have a direct rail link to Malcolm’s
Grangemouth depot (H21Jan)
Keith Howell has resigned as Managing Director of Morrison
Construction following the resumption of a chief executive role by
Sir Fraser Morrison. Morrison may still acquire Scottish-based rail
maintenance company, First Engineering, and has gained contracts
for the Cairngorm funicular (SH21Nov;H11Jan)
Trafficmaster shares have soared on basis of European plans to
improve traffic information (S17Nov) Glasgow-based Babtie has
become one of the top five engineering consultancy firms in the UK
following the acquisition of Manchester-based Allott & Lomax (also
with offices in India and Hong Kong) (H19Jan) Reg Vardy aims to
buck the trend of falling car sales through contract hire service for the
private motorist (H13Jan) More Group(Scotland) is in dispute with
Glasgow City Council over the award of a 15-year £50m bus shelter
deal to French company J C Decaux (H13Dec) Falkirk bus builder
Alexander will gain from a BC Transit(Canada) order for new vehicles
worth £7.25 m (H28Dec)
P&O report a 21% rise in cruise bookings for 2000(H11Dec) package
holiday operator First Choice has announced year end results at the
top end of expectations despite trading difficulties(H15Dec)

The Quality of Life Stakes
According to a survey by human resource consultants, William M Mercer, Glasgow
has beaten Barcelona, Hong Kong, Buenos Aires and Milan in securing a high
rating for quality of life. Glasgow ranked number 53 in 218 cities surveyed (which,
surprisingly, did not include Edinburgh). Vancouver and Vienna secured the top
ratings with Switzerland achieving 3 cities in the top ten. Glasgow ranked only just
below London and Dublin (H13Jan)

COMING EVENTS
2 March

D. Halden The New Approach to Appraisal and Multi-Modal Studies, TRANSform Scotland Seminar, 5.30 pm, Railtrack
Scotland, Buchanan House, Port Dundas Road, Glasgow (if wishing to attend contact Colin Howden 0131-467 7714)

7 March

Transport and Social Inclusion: Practical Strategies to help overcome Exclusion, TR&IN, Peter Jost Centre, Liverpool
John Moores University, fees £70.50 to £176.50, - contact Brian Jackson Centre, New North Parade, HUDDERSFIELD HD1
5JO 01484 549737

16 March

Promoting Walking or Cycling to Work, HEBS Research in Focus Seminar, Edinburgh - spaces limited, details from Margaret
Richardson 0131-536 5500

18 March

SAPT AGM, European Room, City Chambers, Edinburgh 10.30 am Guest Speaker: Ms Sarah Boyack, Minister for Transport
and the Environment - non-members of SAPT wishing to attend should contact Dr John McCormick 0141 639 3697

5 April

Transport Statistics for a Devolved Scotland, Transport Statistics Users Group(TSUG)
Half-day Seminar at TRI Napier University - contact Prof. Howard Kirby 0131 455 5140

Contributions to the next issue should be sent to the Editor at Redwood
House by Monday, 10 April 2000 or by e-mail to thstsg@aol.com

10 April

Transport in Scotland : Diverse Solutions for a Diverse Country, Quality Station Hotel, Perth details from Claire Fitzpatrick,
Centre for Transport Policy, The Robert Gordon University 01224 263138 or Fax 01224 263100 e-mail c.fitzpatrick@rgu.ac.uk
Costs £95 to £145

Cover Picture excerpts from children’s drawings from 1999 Ove Arup
calendar with permission of Ove Arup Transport Planning.

11 April

B. Ure, Secretary RUCC (Scotland) Rail Organisation in Scotland
STSG Lunchtime Seminar, Glasgow - details from Tom Hart 01505 502164

Editorial Board
T Hart, B Weddell, D Halden, I McMahon, S Lockley, Dr. Ron McQuaid
and R Pedersen
The aims of the Scottish Transport Studies Group are “to stimulate interest
in, and awareness of, the transport function and its importance for the
Scottish economy; to encourage contacts between operators, public
bodies, users, academia and other organisations and individuals with
interests in transport in a Scottish context; to issue publications and
organise conferences and seminars related to transport policy and
research.”

Publications
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Transport Policies

Air Transport and the Environment, EU, December, COM (1999) 640 final
Transport Bill (GB) December 258p, £14.60 HMSO (see p15)
Transport Bill - Explanatory Notes, December 42p, £5 HMSO
Periodic Review of Railtrack’s Access Charges - provisional conclusions, ORR 020 7282 2001 www.rail-reg.gov.uk
Railtrack’s Stewardship of the Network, ORR 020 7282 2000
Vehicle Utilisation and Energy Efficiency in the Food Supply Chain, research for DETR, available for £25 from Logistics Research Centre, School of
Management, Heriot-Watt University (see p14)
Tackling Congestion and Pollution - UK Government’s First Report under the Road Traffic Reduction (National Targets) Act, 1998, DETR www.detr.gov.uk/
itwp/ Full report by W S Atkins to the CfIT on Assessing the Effect of Transport White Paper policies on Traffic is now available from DETR, Zone 1/
18, Great Minster House, 76 Marsham St, LONDON SW1P 4DR
Leeds Guided Busway Study, TRL Report 01344 770783
Comparative Assessment of Major Bus Priority Schemes in GB, TRL 01344 770783 - concludes have aided patronage but have not had a significant
impact on road congestion
Standards in Public Life - includes the Ethical Standards in Public Life (Scotland) Bill, Scottish Executive, November - copies from 0131 244 1477
Spending Plans for Scotland to 2001 - 20002, Scottish Executive
An Open Scotland - Freedom of Information: A Consultation, Scottish Executive
Social Justice - a Scotland where everyone matters, Scottish Executive
Social Justice - a Scotland where everyone matters : Milestone sources and definitions, Scottish Executive
(Scottish Executive documents are available on www.scotland.gov.uk)
Planning Bulletin 18, Scottish Executive, December
Development Plan Progress, Scottish Executive, December
Park and Ride in Scotland, Scottish Executive, £5, HMSO
Scotland’s Environment for Scotland’s People, SNH
Climate Change : Scottish Implications Scoping Study, Centre for the Study of Environmental Change and Sustainability, University of Edinburgh,,
Research Findings No 5, Scottish Executive Central Research Unit, 1999 - full report is available from HMSO, £5
The Air Quality Strategy for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland: Working together for Clean Air, DETR January
Cycling by Design - Consultation Paper, December, Scottish Executive - a detailed document dealing with how design could promote the targets of
doubling cycling between 1996 and 2002 and doubling it again by 2012. There is a long consultation period until 31 December 2000
Movement and Development - Guidance on Transport Considerations for Developments proposed in the City of Edinburgh, November, City of
Edinburgh Council
The People - where will they work?, TCPA £22.50 020 7930 8903 - concludes that edge of city expansion is ‘least worst’ option for sustainable transport

EU Policies
Further applications for Fifth Framework transport research have been invited and the new map of areas qualifying for regional funding
in Scotland has finally been approved. Parts of central, east and north-east Scotland lose their former entitlement with the share of Scottish
population gaining from EU regional aid falling from 85% to 40% (the share for the UK being 24%). Liberal Democrat EuroMP Elspeth
Attwooll has been seeking to secure greater aid for east Scotland and especially for maritime projects in Leith, Dundee and Aberdeen (H 23
Dec & 19 Jan). If the Campbeltown-Ireland ferry is withdrawn, £1.3 m of EU aid may have to be repaid (H 15 Jan) Airtours has launched
a legal challenge to the EU decision to block the £950m bid for rival UK holiday operators, First Choice (H 4 Dec). A wider challenge to air
transport has appeared in the long awaited report on Air Transport and the Environment. This calls for international action to cut aircraft
emissions but also outlines unilateral EU action. The current trend in aircraft emissions is regarded as unsustainable and EU proposals for
emissions charges are expected in 2001. A kerosene tax is rejected, mainly for legal reasons, but options include a surcharge on ticket
prices, a levy on distance flown and a take-off and landing charge.

VAT Dispute
The European Court of Justice has ruled that VAT must be applied to estuarial road tolls (and, by implication, to other road tolls). This will
raise Forth Road Bridge tolls from 80p to £1 and Skye Tolls by an extra £1 (more for lorries) with a potentially serious impact on transport
funding in Scotland unless the present allocation formula is adjusted. (S 1 Dec H 28 Jan)

UK Policies

Economic Impacts of Road Fuel Prices in the Highlands, EKOS Report for HIE and Highland Council
Examples of Interim Local Transport Strategies:Draft Local Transport Strategy, Scottish Borders Council, September
Interim Local Transport Strategy, East Ayrshire Council, July
Interim Local Transport Strategy, North Ayrshire Council, August
Interim Local Transport Strategy, Angus Council, September
Edinburgh’s Transport Choices - Interim Local Transport Strategy City of Edinburgh Council
Interim Local Transport Strategy, East Dunbartonshire Council, July
Local Transport Strategy, West Lothian Council, September
Local Transport Strategy, Stirling Council, October
Interim Local Transport Strategy, Highland Council, November
Interim Local Transport Strategy, Renfrewshire Council, July
Environment and the Community, BAA Scotland Report, 1999 - includes information on waste minimisation and public transport partnership
Annual Report and Research Review 1998/99, STSG, November, available for £10 from Brian Weddell, STSG Organiser, Redwood House, 66 Spylaw
Rd, EDINBURGH EH10 5BR
Fifth Annual Report, RUCC for Scotland and CAL-MAC Users Consultative Committee, 1999, available from 5th Floor, Corunna House, 29 Cadogan St,
GLASGOW G2 7AB 0141 221 7760
Putting the Passenger First : Quality Contracts for a Quality Railway, Save our Railways, December, £5
Getting There : Sustainable Transport for West Central Scotland, SAPT, November
The Future of Air Passenger Duty, SAPT Position Paper 1/2000, January
Transport Financing and the Scottish Parliament, SAPT Position Paper 2/2000, January
Clearing the Way : Practical Solutions for Urban Road Charging, The Smith Group 01483 442000 - argues that full electronic charging should be
feasible by 2003

MONOPOLY, COMPETITION
and DISCRIMINATION

British and Scottish Transport Bills
These major bills (see p.15) will raise controversy on air traffic control
privatisation, road pricing, the nature of bus regulation and the structure
of rail supervision in Scotland. Within DETR, Transport Minister,
Lord MacDonald has been given a higher profile in applying an £80
billion public/private partnership 10 year transport strategy
announced by Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott in December.
Building on existing measures, the strategy suggests an increased
role for investment in both road and rail but with the balance tilting
towards rail and light rail schemes once opportunities for bus and
lorry priorities had been maximised (FT 14 Dec; S 6 Dec; H & S
13,14,15 Dec) Nationally, road vehicle miles are unlikely to fall in the
next 10 years but policy changes aim at a reduced rate of growth and
absolute cuts in pollution and in congestion (see p20)

Rail’s Expanding Role

Going Places - an education pack aimed at 9 to 13 year olds and produced by Greater Manchester PTA
A Common Economic Development Perspective for the Glasgow and Clyde Valley Metropolitan Area, Scottish Enterprise and Glasgow and Clyde
Valley Structure Plan Joint Committee (copies available from Structure Plan office 0141 3312468)
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An unexpectedly lenient regulatory review of Railtrack has boosted
Railtrack shares and prospects for borrowing to enlarge investment
beyond the 10 year plans announced in 1999. Rail Regulator Tom
Winsor will allow Railtrack a 7% to 7.5% return on regulated assets
(up on the 5% to 6% suggested by the previous Regulator, Chris Bolt)
and has increased the value of such assets by £430 m to £2.93 billion.
The annual target for efficiency gains has been raised from 3% to 5%
and the Regulator is looking for firm evidence of further increases in
investment. Increased incentives will be provided in the structure of
track access charges (S 16 Dec) Early deadlines have been set for
replacement of the present 7-year GNER franchise with a longer
franchise. GNER and Virgin have joined the race to secure a longterm franchise by raising their commitments to future improvement
GNER has pledged £1.2 billion to a package of additional trains and
track/signalling improvements to raise ECML capacity while Virgin
plans have ensured their pre-qualification as bidders for ECML
services. Final bids to the shadow Strategic Rail Authority (SSRA)
are due by the end of February (S 8 & 23 Dec; H 23 Dec) (for other
comment, see p15).

AIR and SEA
UK airlines are concerned that the Prestwick Airport air freight
concession granted last year has not won a general increase in British
access to the US market (H 14 Jan) (see Late News) Another fishing
disaster, the loss of the Solway Harvester and 7 men off the Isle of
Man, has again raised the issue of the need to improve safety in what
is one of the most dangerous industries. Unlike the UK government’s
decision in the case of the lost Peterhead boat, the Sapphire, in 1997,
the Isle of Man government has agreed to bear the cost of lifting the
vessel (H 22 Jan).

Competition policy is a UK reserved issue which gives rise to specific
tensions in transport. While government policy favours increased
competition, Railtrack is a regulated monopoly and rail passenger
franchise conditions (with the possibility of similar conditions in the
bus industry) limit operational competition. The existence of market
dominance can also give government the opportunity to ‘lean’ on
companies to provide cross-subsidy and price reductions, as in recent
utterances by Scotland Office Minister Brian Wilson asking companies
to equalise petrol prices in Scotland (H 25 Jan) In like manner, the
SNP has called for an OFT investigation to ensure that air tour
operators are not abusing their position by excessive supplements
for holidaymakers leaving Scottish airports (H 25 Jan) On the other
hand, price reductions secured either through competition or regulation
can work against the principle that transport users - especially on
congested corridors - should pay higher prices to recover full costs
as part of sustainable development and congestion reduction
strategies. Government policy in this area needs clarification and
involves closer links with fiscal issues and direct road pricing.

TRANSPORT TAXATION, ROAD FUEL
TAXES AND AIR TRAVEL
The Spring Budget will challenge the Chancellor to resolve two
contradictory positions on Scottish transport and taxation. From one
side, he is facing heavy pressure to respond to the strength of feeling
about rural road fuel prices (H17 Dec, 4, 13, 21, 25 & 16 Jan; S7 Jan)
and to the view of road hauliers that they are being hit by high and
unfair taxation. From the other side, he will have to decide the political
advantages of replacing the automatic fuel escalator with the
introduction of earmarked road fuel duty increased above the rate
of inflation i.e. arising revenue would be allocated for transport. He
indicated his willingness to move in this direction (a very radical change
from conventional Treasury thinking) in the 1999 Autumn Statement.
The 10-year Transport Strategy hints at funding from such a source
as well as eventual income from direct road pricing. Few interest
groups in any part of the UK have been willing to lobby openly for
such a change while the position of the Scottish Executive has been
ambivalent. Scottish Finance Minister Jack McConnell has said that
any above-inflation rises for fuel in Scotland will be used for transport
but has not given a view on the extent, or structure, of possible
increases (H 22 Jan)
The SNP view is that overall Scottish conditions do not warrant
increases in road fuel prices (H 4 Jan) yet the transport budget will be
very constrained without such increases. The FTA has concentrated
attention on the specific arguments for easing the burden of HGV
duty, seeking concessions on Diesel Fuel Duty or selective rebates
to lorry operators along with other measures to help hauliers such as
an early move to 44 tonne maximum weight limits, lorry priority

Transport Policies
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lanes and an increase in permitted HGV speeds on good quality
single carriageways from 40 mph to 50 mph (Freight, Dec & Jan)
SAPT Position Paper 2 (Transport Financing and the Scottish
Parliament) has sought an increase in transport funding of around
£100 m a year in Scotland, re-structured towards public transport,
walking, cycling and road/pavement maintenance but including some
significant road schemes. Funds would come from either a general
Fuel Duty Rise of 2p to 4p a litre (with provision for the income to
include rural rebates and no net tax rise for road hauliers) or an Urban
Fuel Surcharge (in, and around, cities such as Glasgow, Edinburgh
and Aberdeen) plus some income from a real rise in re-structured
APD. COSLA and local authorities have yet to express views on this
issue despite the imminence of the Budget. A further possibility is
that motorists could be made more aware of costs by replacement of
car licences with revenue-neutral rises in Fuel Duty. Government
has said that EU rules preclude differential Fuel Duties though these
are applied in Finland (H27 Jan). This issue needs urgent clarification

though there appears to be no difficulty with differential rebates or
surcharges related to local or congested conditions.

Scottish Transport Policies

In England, the CfIT has warned against plans for a single capital
pot for local authority spending. Scotland already has such a pot
and the result had been a 41% cut in local council spending on
transport between 1995/96 and 97/98 (LTT 16 Dec). This may lead
to pressure to introduce transparent transport accounting for Scottish
local authorities as part of moves to statutory arrangements for the
integration of local transport and planning.

SPENDING PLANS
The first consultation paper on Scottish Executive Spending Plans
for Scotland has been published by Finance Minister Jack McConnell
in the context of the Barnett formula financial squeeze on Scottish
spending. Stress is placed on the need for advocates of extra spending
to explain how this would be funded (H 8 Dec and 11 Jan) Transport
is constrained by priorities for health and education but a small rise in
real spending on transport is planned by 01-02 (see box below) despite
extra spending on students as the outcome of the Cubie Report.

The two consultation papers on Air Passenger Duty (APD) issued
by Customs and Excise in November attracted little attention but
invited comments on exemptions for Highlands and Islands services
and on change to a two-tier structure of APD combining a flat rate
element and percentage charge with a tax neutral effect. SAPT
Position Paper 1 (The Future of Air Passenger Duty) supported a
two-tier format but urged a net increase in aviation taxation. Reflecting
earlier views by HIE, the paper made the novel suggestion of retaining
APD for the Highlands and Islands but with HIE, or a similar body,
receiving the arising income in support of local transport strategies including significant cuts in some air fares. SNP is seeking ring-fencing
of the £50 m a year arising from APD and fuel duties in Scotland for
Scottish transport purposes (H 15 Nov). Decisions on APD and on
fuel duty will be announced in the Spring Budget.

THE ENVIRONMENT and TRANSPORT

In her address to the Scottish Branch of RTPI, Transport and
Environment Minister, Sarah Boyack announced a review of NPPG
1 and 6 dealing with The Planning System and Renewable Energy.
These will involve fuller and more open consultation than in the past
STSG estimates that other public spending on transport in Scotland
- initial views on how the reviews might be conducted should be sent
amounts to not less than £500 m a year though there is a need for
separate statements on capital programmes, on revenue programmes
to Alan Denham, Assistant Chief Planner, Planning Services Division
and on the extent to which revenue spending is related to PFI/PPP
at Victoria Quay. The National Parks Bill has been published, paving
projects. Future consultations on Spending Strategy will take place
the way for Loch Lomond/Trossachs and Cairngorm National Parks.
from April to June each year with more detailed consideration in the
As well as conservation & recreation, objectives include social and
Scottish Parliament in the autumn followed by the Finance Bill for the
economic development of the park areas (H 22 Jan) SNH has called
following year. The Finance Bill for 2000 has now been submitted to
for an environmental audit of policy decisions by public bodies and
the Scottish Parliament Given a 10 year transport strategy for the
specific targets for sustainable development in its publication,
UK, a similar approach is expected in future Scottish spending plans.
Scotland’s Environment for
Scotland’s People. Sarah Boyack
has created a ministerial group on
Planned Transport Spending by Scottish Executive (£millions)
sustainable development with the
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
aim of ensuring key government
Notes: ‘Other transport’ includes support for buses
decisions are environmentally
and freight transfers to rail. Spending excludes
general Scottish Executive support to local
Caledonian MacBrayne
£24.4
£18.5
£18.5
friendly. This will include reviews of
authorities (some of which is used on transport,
H&I Airports Ltd
£12.7
£11.4
£12.5
road programmes, planning policies
including a substantial special grant to SPT). Other
spending on the ScotRail franchise is also excluded
Motorways & trunk roads
£175.0
£180.7
£205.2
and fiscal structures (S & H 7 Dec)
as not being a Scottish Executive responsibility until
Other transport
£72.7
£72.6
£74.7
(for climate change research, see
completion of the current Transport Bill and
Total
£284.8
£283.2
£310.9
adjustments in grant arrangements. (see p15)
p20) However, two-thirds of Scots
doubt the government’s commitment
to ‘green’ policies (SH 21 Nov) In
January, Sarah Boyack confirmed plans to cut polluting emissions by
two-thirds in five years as part of the UK Air Quality Strategy. Targets
OPEN GOVERNMENT The Scottish Executive has
for cuts in benezene, butadiene, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide
published An Open Scotland - Freedom of Information : A
and lead are intensified. Targets for ozone and sulphur dioxide remain
Consultation. This deals with the general issue of open
unchanged and that for particulates has been eased (allowing desired
government and access to information. Comments are invited by
levels to be exceeded on 35 rather than 4 days per year). This is to
15 March 2000 to Baxter Tocher, Freedom of Information Unit,
be reviewed later in 2000. No targets for CO2 cuts are given (H 20
Scottish Executive, Room 045, St Andrews House, Regent Rd,
Jan)
EDINBURGH EH1 3DG. The Scottish Executive has been
MOVE TO NEW ROAD SAFETY TARGETS
criticised by the Commissioner for Public Appointments for the
procedures used in appointing the former senior civil servant Harold
A tentative target of a further 33% cut in road fatalities and serious
Mills as Chairman of Caledonian MacBrayne (H 16 Dec)
injuries by 2010 is contained in the Strategic Roads Review
A review of public post appointments was announced by Jack
(November p21 para. 4.3) More detailed targets are expected to be
McConnell on 13 December (H 14 Dec;
finalised and announced later in the year.

Business and Personnel

Prof. Alan McGregor, Director of the Training and Research Unit,
Glasgow University, is to be a Specialist Adviser to the House of
Commons Scottish Affairs Committee inquiry into Poverty in
Scotland. The Scottish Council(Development and Industry) has
become the Scottish Council for Development and Industry. The
Robert Gordon University has launched the Scottish Forum for
Modern Government with Ross Martin as Director (S29Nov) Bill
Kerr, General Manager of Malin Court Hotel, Turnberry, will become
Chairman of Enterprise Ayrshire in April.
Digby Jones has taken over from Adair Turner as CBI Directorgeneral and has stressed the
need for major transport
investments
including
completion of the M74 , London
tube improvements and a light
rail system for the West
Midlands (H2Feb) . Douglas
Williamson, member of the
RUCC Scotland received an
MBE in the New Year honours.
The Herald 2 Feb. ‘00
A new group, Electronics Scotland, merges the Scottish Electronics
Forum and the Scottish Supply Base Forum. Ayr-based Hugh Aitken,
vice-president of European operatioms for Sun Microsystems, is
Chairman and Jane Richardson Chief Executive.
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Reid Howie Associates (currently researching women and transport
issues for the Scottish Executive) have moved from Burntisland to
Unit 6, Lochgelly Business Centre, 112-114 Main St, LOCHGELLY,
Fife KY5 9AA Phone 01592 782123 Fax 01592 782345 e-mail
rhassoc@compuserve.com
David Scotney retires in March as Head of Transport for East Lothian
Council as a result of a merger of departments. Ray Montgomery
will now deal with transport but David will continue to be involved in
the SESTRANS Travelticket project and chair the ILT Transport and
Planning Group.
John Crouch, already seconded from W S Atkins, is to be the new
Head of Plannning and Development at SPT. Following a COSLA
consultancy study of SPT’s finance department, three more
accountants are to be employed. This should ease problems which
arose over misclaiming of ERDF grants (H4Dec)
Singapore Airlines is to buy 49% of Virgin Atlantic, providing £600m
for other Branson projects and offering increased ability to compete
with BA (H21Dec) easyJet expects a stock market flotation around
the end of 2000 and is also planning entry into low-cost car hire
(H7&11Jan) John Menzies has delivered a 28% rise in earnngs and
is to place more emphasis on magazine/newspaper wholesaling and
airport related services. A joint air cargo handling venture has been
set up with Lufthansa (H19Jan)

Continued on Inside Read Cover

TRI Napier University Research and Staff News
Professors Mike Maher, Howard Kirby, Christiane Bielefeldt and Austin Smyth have been awarded the City of
Edinburgh’s Scoping Study for the Edinburgh Road User Charging Project. Phases 1, 2 and 3 have been
authorised. A fourth phase may be undertaken in the future. For further information, contact Professor Mike Maher (telephone
0131 455 2233).
Fiona Mitchell joined TRI Napier on 10 January. Fiona recently completed an MPhil in Social Science Research at the University of
Glasgow. She has been appointed to work as a Research Assistant on the project ‘The Role of Transport in Social Exclusion in
Urban Scotland’ with Dr. Julian Hine and Professor Austin Smyth, although she will also be contributing to work on other forthcoming
projects.

RGU Centre for Transport Policy
expands to cope with growing workload
The Centre at Robert Gordon University Aberdeen has had a busy few months with new research and consultancy projects underway, the opening
of an Edinburgh office, and three staff appointments. We are involved in two EU Fifth Framework projects on road pricing, one in partnership with
the City of Edinburgh Council. We are advising Perth and Kinross Council on their local transport strategy and the North East of Scotland
Economic Development Partnership on ways of delivering sustainable transport infrastructure. We have also been commissioned by a number
of private sector companies to advise on transport and development issues. On the research front the Centre is preparing research papers on a
number of issues including Edinburghís transport policies, transport policy in Scotland in the post-devolution environment, and light rail.
In association with Perth and Kinross Council the Centre is organising a Rural Transport in Scotland: Diverse Solutions for a Diverse Country
conference on Monday 10th April. Transport Minister Sarah Boyack will deliver the keynote address and sessions will include the Rural Transport
Initiative Fund and innovative ways of meeting rural transport needs (see Coming Events). In May, the Centre is organising a conference Workplace
Car Parking - Charging Ahead? in London to discuss the Governmentís plans for workplace car parking charges.
To cope with the expanding workload the Centre has appointed three new members of staff. Marion Gourlay has joined the Centreís consultancy
arm in the Edinburgh office as a Project Manager. Marion has previously worked for the Peter Davidson Consultancy and in the transport policy and
campaigning department of the CTC. Claire Fitzpatrick has joined the Centre as Conferences and Events Manager having previously been Head
of Events at the Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce. Gail Hume joins the Centre as Business Manager based in the Edinburgh office. Gail previously
worked as an administrator for the City of Edinburgh Council. The Centre has also established an office in Edinburgh, primarily for consultancy
work, to complement the existing Aberdeen base. The Edinburgh office will be moving into new permanent accommodation during March.
Contact Points:
Aberdeen office: Kepplestone Mansion, Viewfield Road, Aberdeen, AB15 7AW. Tel: 01224 263134.
Edinburgh office (from 1 April): Dolphin House, 4 Hunter Square, Edinburgh EH1 1QW. If you wish to contact the Edinburgh office before 1 April
please call 0131 200 6224.

Research Digest

The Foresight Programme

The Winter 1999 issue of
Foresight Link has stressed the need for awareness of how changing
social structures and rapid technical advance will transform the way the
UK does business by 2010. A more flexible working environment is
anticipated with growth in small but global business. DTI/DETR seminars
are also being used to increase understanding of sustainable
development and the links with profitable business opportunities. The
Clear Zones Project is developing studies for cities “where you can travel
with ease in nil-emission vehicles in a quality environment where people
can move around freely and without fear” - contact Guy Hitchcock on
0117 907 6522
Johnson Matthey is stepping up research to provide
technology for the first commercial battery-driven cars in conjunction
with General Motors and VW (S3Dec). For Vehicle Utilisation and Energy
Efficiency in the Food Supply Chain, Heriot-Watt University, see p14

Road Safety A study by the RAC Foundation concludes that road
deaths could be halved if motorists knew basic first-aid techniques
(H15Nov) Researchers at the Sleep Centre at Edinburgh University
say that tiredness has overtaken alcohol as the major cause of car crashes.
Tiredness is thought to kill and injure twice as many people as other
accident causes Contact: Dr Heather Engleman (GH29Jan) Official
data shows that children are twice as likely to be killed on roads in
Scotland than in England and Wales. Experts at Yorkhill Sick Childrens
Hospital in Glasgow relate this difference to poverty, a lack of play areas,
low parental supervision and the growth of one-parent families - contact:
Dr David Stone, Director, Child Health Research Unit, Yorkhill (S13Dec)
Scottish Executive CRU has granted £61,948 to the Social Policy and
Forensic Medicine Departments at Glasgow University for the study of
recreational drugs and driving. Contacts : Prof. N Keganey, Dr J S
Oliver, Mr G Hay
The Scottish Executive: Development
Department has invited bids from consultants to prepare generic
transport appraisal guidance for multi-modal studies and the assessment
of Local Transport Strategies and bids to the Public Transport Fund.
This work will take place over three years with draft appraisal guidance
being prepared in the first 4 to 5 months. Bids have also been invited for
a Scoping Study for Multi-modal Transport Corridor Studies for the A8
and A80. This study should take some 3 to 4 months. Contact: Angus
MacInnes, Transport Division 1, 0131 244 7261 Expected reports on the
Borders Rail Study and on the Scottish Airports and Air Services
studies were not yet available at the time of going to press.

Climate Change: Scottish Implications
Scoping Study This study for the Scottish Executive by the
Centre for Environmental Change and Sustainability, Edinburgh
University, has been published (see p4 & 22) (Contacts: Dr Andrew
Kerr, Dr Simon Shackley, Dr Ronnie Milne and Dr Simon Allen) The
study involved a literature review and consultation with experts(of whom
8 were drawn from the transport sector). It concludes that Scottish
climate is principally affected by developments outside Scotland and
examines Scottish conditions likely to arise from global warming. It
draws attention to the need for European and world action to improve
transport efficiency in ways which will also reduce harmful emissions.
Scottish transport operators also need to be more aware of business
risks arising from global warming e.g flooding and more severe
storms, rise in sea-levels. In energy, reference is made both to the
need to shift to climate friendly fuels and to the risk of sea-level rise for
coastal power stations. Further assessment is sought of the benefits
of afforestation in reducing net greenhouse gas emissions and of more
general business opportunities and land-use planning implications
associated with climate change(see also H11Jan)

Cities, Social Cohesion and Competitiveness
Work continues on this major ESRC project at Glasgow and Heriot-Watt
Universities Summary findings are available of recent work to improve
housing and local environments as a means of attracting people back to
cities and to encourage endogenous growth in poor urban communities.
Glasgow and Edinburgh are seen as crucial to the creation of a Scottish
global city with increased efforts to concentrate growth in economic activity
on the more deprived Glasgow region. This will also involve reconsideration
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of transport, planning and fiscal policies (S24Nov & H27Nov) The EC
has granted £41,961 to the Urban Studies Department at Glasgow
University for study of urban networks in the north-western metropolitan
area (Contacts: Prof I Turok & Mr N Bailey) The Urban Studies Journal
has awarded £75,000 to Prof R Paddison, Geography and Topographic
Science, Glasgow University, to assist the development of urban research.
The European Urban Research Association (EURA) has been launched
Contact: Julie Triggle, EURA, Faculty of Built Environment, Coldharbour
Lane, Univeristy of the West of England, BRISTOL BS16 1QY

Motoring and Modal Shift

Following surveys of member
views, RAC is seeking the appointment of an independent Roads Inspector
to ensure fair treatment for motorists (H6Dec). The annual RAC Report
on Motoring has shown a decline from 43% to 39% in the number of
drivers willing to use cars less if public transport was better. 81% of
motorists were found never to use buses and 75% never used trains.
Scottish motorists were found to average 11,200 miles a year compared
to 10,300 in England (H26Jan) A report by W S Atkins to CfIT has
suggested that, even with the stronger policy changes outlined in the
Transport White Papers, road miles are still likely to increase 21%
(compared to previous forecasts of 35%) between 1996 and 2010 (though
London may have a 7% decline). Nevertheless, policy changes could
achieve absolute cuts in present levels of congestion compared to a
damaging 65% rise by 2010 with no policy changes. Transport Planning
Society has disputed these findings, arguing that both overall road miles
and congestion can be reduced but David Begg, Chair, CfIT, considers
that overall cuts in road miles will only come after 2010(LTT2Dec) TRL
study has found that the Leeds Guided Busway has increased patronage
by 6% and Oscar Faber research for the Highways Agency has shown
an ability to achieve shifts away from cars on three pilot projects in England
(Chelmsford-London, Newcastle Metro and the impact of an East Anglian
‘low-fare’ promotion). TRL comparison of Major Bus Priority Schemes
in Britain has found increases in patronage but little impact on reducing
peak congestion. Aberdeen was included in the areas studied (LTT20Jan)

Rural Buses

Bill Bradshaw, in paper to RGU Centre for Transport
Policy conference on Rural Transport has claimed that best value will
come from pump-priming quality bus services on main routes in association
with support for feeder services (LTT2Dec)

Railways

SSRA has announced a £5m competition for ideas relating
to rail freight innovation - closing date is 14 Feb.(LTT16Dec) DETR is
inviting bids to develop rail research co-ordination (LTT20Jan)

Rural Petrol Prices

A study by Ekos for HIE and Highland
Council (see p22) has found that 700 jobs could be created in the
north and west if prices were the same as in Central Scotland. The
study gave particular attention to Wick, Lochinver and South Uist.
Fuel duty on unleaded petrol had risen from 26p to 47p per litre between
1994 and 1999. Costs for a full tank on an average family car were
now £16 higher than in Ireland. Total increases in motoring costs were
£88 m a year or 3% of the region’s GDP. This had adverse impacts on
residents and tourists, though evaluation of the latter is considered to
need further research. The Report recommends lower fuel duties in
parts of the Highlands plus fuel-discounts for low-income households
(H21 Jan)

Other Scottish Research

W S Atkins, with financing from
Glasgow City Council and others, has been commissioned to develop
control and information systems for the Faifley-Baillieston premium bus
corridor. Colin Buchanan and Partners are to undertake a
comprehensive parking review for Edinburgh City Council. A DTZ Pieda
study for Edinburgh City Council, LEEL and the New Edinburgh Tram
Co. has concluded that the capital costs of the proposed 7kms NewhavenHaymarket tram would be £43 m, not £23m. Operating costs were likely
to be 62% above initial estimates and revenue 50% below. The route
could also have adverse effects on buses However, the Tram Company
is still contemplating a Bill in the Scottish Parliament and is confident that
the project could rely on private finance (LTT2Dec) The City of Edinburgh
is to fund a Murrayfield Access Study after severe parking problems
following a recent pop concert (where fewer of the audience relied on
walking and public transport than is normal at rugby games (LTT2Dec)

Transport Services

EXTERNAL
AIR
BA traffic is falling due to a policy shift to the premium fare
business market yet there is growing evidence of business shifts to
lower fare airlines (S 7 & 8 Jan) British Midland has cut fares from
Scotland to London and ScotAirways (formerly Suckling) has
introduced 3 flights a day from Edinburgh to London City with other
European flights under study. easy Jet is offering £50 returns from
Scotland to Luton, now having the benefit of a shuttle bus link to the
new £23m Luton Airport station offering fast services into London.
KLM is withdrawing flights from Scotland to London Stansted in March
but launched its new lowcost line buzz in January,
operating from Stansted to
7 European destinations (H
15 Dec; 24 & 26 Jan; S 15
Dec & 3 Jan) According to
Hugh Aitken, chairman of
Electronics Scotland,
business air links to
Scotland are still ‘abysmal’
The Herald 5 Jan. ‘00
(S3 Dec) Polar Air Cargo
of California is to set up a maintenance and repair base at Prestwick
Airport, creating more than 100 skilled jobs. The firm will lease a new
hangar, built by airport owner Stagecoach (H2 Dec)
SHIPPING Scotland Office Minister Brian Wilson has met Northern
Ireland Minister Sir Reg Empey in continuing efforts to retain the
Campbeltown-Ballycastle summer ferry (H13 Jan). Londonderry
Port and Harbour Commission is investigating plans for a new ferry
service to the Clyde, possibly Port Glasgow (H25 Jan). Kellogg has
appointed P & O TransEuropean to manage the cereal supply chain
throughout Ireland, using the ferry links from Fleetwood to Larne and
from Liverpool to the new logistics quay in Dublin, another example
of traffic avoiding the short crossings from Loch Ryan (Freight, Dec)
RAIL Government-commissioned report has concluded that regional
Eurostar services would require subsidy of £10 m a year and SPT
has claimed that this would give good value and fulfil promises already
made (H16 Dec) GNER has cut Central Belt return fares to London
to £30 (£40 from Aberdeen and Inverness) to attract passengers to
ECML services while Virgin has unveiled the first of its new WCML/
Cross-country tilting trains being constructed in Birmingham and has
expressed interest in the ECML franchise. A new business division is
to be created in Scotland with the aim of doubling travel to England in
the next five years (H8, 25 & 27 Dec; 12 Jan). Seated accommodation
has been restored on Anglo-Scottish sleeper services (see p.13)

INTERNAL
AIR A 36% pay offer by Scottish Executive owned HIAL to the 23 air
traffic controllers in the Highlands and Islands has avoided the threat
of industrial action and acute staff shortage (S & H 12 Jan)
FERRIES The £2.9 contract by Highland Council for a replacement
Corran Ferry has been awarded to George Prior of Hull. The 30-

ENTERPRISE AGENCIES Increasing criticism of these
agencies has been part of the present review of the enterprise
network by the Parliament’s Enterprise and Lifelong Learning
Committee. Enterprise Minister, Henry McLeish, has agreed on
the need for change and a better level of performance throughout
Scotland. Scottish Enterprise has argued for administrative rather
than legislative change to cut congestion and confusion in the
delivery of local economic development services (H 15 & 16
Dec, 25 Jan) Studies by Rowntree Institute and Townsend Centre
for Poverty Research have concluded that policies to tackle social
exclusion have not yet reversed a rising trend in people with less
than 40% of average income - health disparities have also been
widening. Transport policy in itself has a limited impact on this
situation (H 2, 3 & 8 Dec)
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vehicle ferry should enter service in spring 2001 (S6 Jan) The Scottish
Executive has asked Caledonian MacBrayne to review fare structures
with special reference to peak, off-peak variations, discounts for island
residents and other concessionary schemes (H22 Jan).
RAIL Principal Glasgow Queen St-Edinburgh services are now
operated by Turbostars and these have also been introduced on the
Edinburgh-Aberdeen route. Reliability is improving again after early
problems with the 15 ms Edinburgh-Glasgow service. Adjustments
have also been made to improve conditions for travellers to Stirling,
Dunblane, Lenzie and Bishopbriggs. On UK comparisons, ScotRail
continues to rank high in terms of punctuality, reliability and
passenger perception of value for money. A survey for SSRA has
revealed that 76% of UK rail passengers are fairly or well satisfied
with rail performance. Similar surveys will now take place every six
months. The Annual Report of the RUCC for Scotland also paints
a broadly satisfying picture apart from delays in improving the quality
of the rail/ferry interchange for Arran at Ardrossan and concern that
rolling stock is not keeping pace with the increase in passenger use.
Overcrowding on Fife services was unacceptably high (S16 Dec & 7
Jan; H10 Dec & 7, 8, 10 & 15 Jan)
BUS
Following the success of off-peak fares in Glasgow, First
Group has introduced an adult off-peak £1.40 day return fare on
all its Scottish services (H21 Jan) LRT has introduced new coaches
and publicity for its service to Edinburgh Airport and some progress
has been made on coach and rail tickets also offering local bus travel
in principal cities and towns e.g. in Dundee and Edinburgh. An LRT
partnership with Scottish Gas, Commodore Hotel and the Caravan
Club has allowed summer only Silverknowes Promenade bus
services to run hourly all through the year. FirstGroup has linked up
with Stagecoach in developing ‘smartcards’ to replace traditional bus
and rail tickets from next year (S & H24 Dec) Free travel for blind
people now applies on Scottish bus and rail services (S2 Dec) The
range of other concessionary fares is reviewed in a Herald feature
by Rosemary Long on 13 Jan. Examples include free off-peak travel
in Fife (half-fare at peak) and 35p for first 10 miles (after 9am on
weekdays) and half-fare on longer trips in SPT area. Dumfries and
Galloway Council is considering the extension of child concession
fares from 16 to 24 years as part of social inclusion policies. Scottish
Borders Council has axed three very lightly used bus services,
including evening links from Kelso to Berwick (S18 Nov)
ROADS & QUALITY OF SERVICE The RAC Foundation has called
for a Motorists’ Charter to ensure quality of service and a higher
proportion of taxes ploughed back into roads (S10 Dec; H6 Dec & 26
Jan) Car use is being hit by higher insurance & fuel costs (S17 Nov)
Transport 2000 is
pressing for the early
introduction of speed
limiters and other
measures to cut speeds
and improve road
safety but motoring
organisations have
expressed concern
about the dangers of a
lack of independent
44 tonne lorries may hit British roads by
driver control and a
next year depending on assessments
preoccupation with
being made by CfIT
w a t c h i n g
speedometers rather
Freight News, Dec. 1999
than road conditions.
Edinburgh
City
Council is pressing ahead with plans for extensive 20 mph zones. A
pilot zone has been selected in south-east Edinburgh while Stirling,
Fife and Thurso are also possibilities for home zone pilots with 10
mph limits and giving people priority on local streets (SH21 Nov; S30
Nov; LTT 2 Dec) Police have stepped up action on speeding drivers
and on drivers affected by drink or drugs while government has
launched a new campaign to prevent the use of mobile phones when
driving (S8 &10 Jan; H 6 & 22 Jan) Orange badge parking for the
disabled is to be subject to a UK review (LTT 2 Dec)

Infrastructure

PORTS AND HARBOURS

South Ayrshire Council has
approved an AB Ports £5m application for developments at Troon
harbour to handle Irish traffic despite strong local objections to extra
lorries on local streets. A £1m link road is planned to take port traffic
away from the town centre (H22 Dec) Villagers and Argyll and Bute
Council have joined in a community project to retain Tighnabruaich
pier (H29 Nov) Disputes within the Scottish Executive on charges for
using rocks from the foreshore are holding up plans for a new pier at
Staffin in Skye (H24 Dec)

RAIL

Heavy coal traffic from Hunterston may have contributed to a
serious derailment at Kirkconnel on the Nith Valley line while
complaints continue that, in trying to cater for long coal hauls from
Hunterston, EWS Railways have been frustrating efforts to develop
more localised rail coal flows in Scotland. East Ayrshire Council is
opposing an application to Dumfries and Galloway Council for
opencast coal developments at Kirkconnel. It is claimed that this
would increase already large movements of coal by road in Ayrshire
and the Council is seeking a planning condition requiring a railhead
at the Kirkconnel site (H21 Jan) Railtrack has expressed growing
confidence that, with assistance from freight facility grants and other
sources, the Stirling-Alloa-Longannet-Dunfermline rail line can be
reopened as a through freight route for coal and other traffic to Fife
and Rosyth at a cost around £10m (H2 Dec). An imminent report to
the Scottish Executive on reopening the Borders Railway is
expected to confirm that this project would not be commercially viable
but could offer important benefits to the area. Borders residents are
pressing for early reopening to the Galashiels area with full reopening
to Carlisle a long-term aim. Scottish Borders Council favours
safeguarding the whole route (S14, 15, 16, 21, 22 & 31 Dec)
Railtrack has revised costs for upgrading the WCML to £6 billion,
taking account of the need to revert to conventional resignalling and
to provide extra track capacity on several sections of the route (S16
Dec) Virgin Chief Executive Chris Green is also seeking 140mph
(instead of 125mph) maximum speeds on the route north as well as
south of Crewe with Carstairs-Edinburgh raised from 100 mph to 125
mph (S15 Dec). Central Railway is to reapply for powers to develop
a rail freight route from the Channel Tunnel to Liverpool via the
Midlands, Sheffield and Manchester. The company estimates that
this could capture 40% of Channel trailer traffic (including Scottish
trips) within two years. The route could be open by 2009 (Freight,
Dec) HSE is seeking greater urgency from Railtrack in maintaining
rail lines to a safe standard (S3 Dec) Historic Scotland has criticised
plans by Railtrack for insensitive repair of a listed bridge near Norton
House Hotel on the Edinburgh-Falkirk line following a lorry collision
with the bridge (H7 Jan).
Dunfermline Queen Margaret station on the Fife loop opened on 26
January. The RDS has sought action on reopening the Glasgow
Crossrail link as a means of kick-starting urban regeneration around
Glasgow Cross (H29 Nov). Railtrack and SPT now hope that the
long-delayed Larkhall line reopening may be achieved by September
2001 at a cost around £30 m as a PFI project (H27 Nov) Morrison
Construction has won the third and final £5 m contract for building
the Cairngorm funicular railway, due to open autumn 2001 (S24
Dec) Prof Lewis Lesley has again argued that private capital is capable
of financing the proposed Edinburgh tram scheme without public
support (S1 Jan) (see also p20)

ROADS & BUSWAYS

Under its obligation to report on a
road link to the continent by 2000, Eurotunnel has produced plans
for a second Channel tunnel which would be a road for light traffic
only. Costed at £2.7 billion, it would take nine years to build.
Construction is not anticipated until the present tunnel is nearing
capacity, presently estimated as likely around 2025 (H6 Jan). Digby
Jones, CBI Director Designate, Iain McMillan of the Scottish CBI,
Lex Gold of the Scottish Chambers of Commerce and Donald
Turner, Chair of the SCDI have urged bold steps to ease Scotland’s
transport problems, including completion of the M74 and other road
schemes such as the M8, M80 and filling the motorway gap between
Gretna and Carlisle ((S15 & 29 Dec; H10 Dec & 10 Jan) Glasgow
City Council is also taking action to ensure early completion of the
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M74 but the Scottish Executive and others have warned against
expecting too much from major transport projects. The immediate
need is seen as better management of existing road space (H3 Dec;
H7 Dec) The Scottish Executive has published CPOs allowing work
to proceed on the M77 Extension but, with construction not starting
until 2002, complementary schemes to improve public transport especially the Glasgow-Kilmarnock rail line - are being examined with
a view to completion before the start of road works on the corridor
(H29 Dec) SAPT has been in dispute with Scotland Office Minister
Brian Wilson and with Allan Wilson, the local MSP, on the merits of
the Strategic Road Review priority for the Three Towns A78 Bypass
in North Ayrshire. This is not part of a corridor package and serves an
area with modest through traffic and more localised needs for traffic
reduction and junction improvement (AS Herald 7, 14, 21 & 28 Jan) A
further 3kms of A1 dualling in East Lothian was opened in December
at a cost of £3m.
Work has started on £9.4 m spine road through the Ravenscraig
zone as an essential part of plans for long-term development of the
site as a new community. A new rail station is also included (H27
Jan). Caledonian Land is seeking planning permission for a £1.2 m
bridge over the White Cart to open up opportunities for a 130 acre
brownfield site adjacent to Glasgow Airport (H27 Jan - see also p7)
Scottish Executive has invited pre-qualification bids for four operators
to take up five year management contracts for Scottish trunk roads
from April 2001, replacing the current system of 3 operating companies
and 5 management agents (LTT 20 Jan). Glasgow City Council has
started consultation on proposals for intensive bus priorities on the
FirstGroup route 62 from Faifley to Baillieston through Central
Glasgow. Dumbarton Road shopkeepers are concerned that this could
affect their income from car-based customers. Glasgow is also
proposing a pilot project to allow private hire cars as well as taxis to
use
bus
lanes
(Glaswegian 13 Jan)
Work has begun on a
£1.4m bus priority
scheme
between
Dalmeny and Barnton on
the A90 approach from
the Forth Bridge to
Edinburgh (S21 Dec) and
on a related £4.2m
scheme for a 500 space
bus park + ride at
Ferrytoll to the north of the
Road Bridge (LTT 2Dec).
Ferrytoll Car Park : LTT 2 Dec.
Consideration is also
being given to higher peak tolls for single-occupant cars crossing
the Forth in conjunction with allowing cars with two or more passengers
to use bus lanes (H8 & 21 Dec) FirstGroup bus services in Glasgow
were severely disrupted by a fire in Jamaica St (which also shut part
of Central Station) and the company is co-operating with police and
the City Council to ensure that such disruptions can be minimised by
emergency bus priorities. Edinburgh City Council is planning a
general 20 mph limit on city centre streets and is considering other 20
mph zones without requiring heavy spending on traffic calming (S3
Dec & H18 Jan)

WALKING AND CYCLING

Calls have been made for
improved pavement maintenance in winter - icy pavements have
been neglected while efforts were concentrated on roads (H29Dec)
Plans for a £1.5 m footbridge 200yds downsteam from the existing
Bell’s Bridge over the Clyde have puzzled Glasgow councillors but
are seen as an essential part of GDA plans for this area and the new
Science Centre to the south of the river. In addition, a £6m to £10m
bridge for road traffic and public transport is being put forward by
GDA and Glasgow City Council as a means of ensuring a BBC
move to Pacific Quay rather than outwith Scotland (H19 Jan) A
£40,000 scheme for cycle friendly access to Glasgow Airport from
Paisley Gilmour St station has been opened by Communities Minister
Wendy Alexander but local people have claimed that the cyclepath
has worsened access for car-dependent disabled to Renfrewshire
Healthcare departments (H18 & 29 Dec)

Current Statistics

Road Vehicles and Usage In the UK, new car sales
dipped slightly in 1999 with decline steepening at the end of the year.
Some prospective purchasers are holding off in anticipation of
government action to cut car prices closer to levels on continental
Europe (H7Dec&21Jan) Kenny MacAskill, SNP Transport
spokesman, has claimed that official data shows car miles travelled
in Scotland growing 7 times more slowly than the UK as a whole
(an 0.5% rise between 1996 and 1998 compared to a UK rise of 3.7%
- based on DETR website and Scottish Transport Statistics 1999,
p70). He argued that this means there is no justification for a general
road tax rise in Scotland (H4 Jan). However, the Scottish data is
based on occasional count points and may give rise to errors in
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estimating total road miles. Data for several count points on major
roads does show significant increases in traffic and points to an overall
Scottish increase of around 0.8% in 1999. (see comments below on
Scottish road vehicle flows). However, this is still less than half the
rate of growth being recorded in England. An explanation may lie in
the distinctive geography of Scotland and a greater reliance on air
and rail travel for longer trips. Official traffic count-based estimated
for road traffic in 1999 should be available shortly for cross-checking
against separate data on movement from household, business and
tourism surveys. (See also 5 April Seminar on Scottish Transport
Statistics in Coming Events).

SCOTTISH ROAD FLOWS December 1999 and % change on 1998
(thousand vehicles per day Monday to Friday daily averages)
Bus

Cars

LGVs

HGVs

TOTAL

% change on 1998

Central Scotland
M8 Claylands
M8 Harthill
M8 Hillington
M80 Bankhead
M90 Kelty
M9 Linlithgow
M74 Uddingston
A77 Kilmarnock
A737 Lochside

.17
.35
.62
.16
.10
.03
.44
.08
.16

44.1
35.8
85.5
23.8
19.7
20.5
52.8
16.8
15.9

4.7
6.4
8.7
2.5
2.1
2.1
5.9
1.5
1.6

5.4
7.0
6.2
4.6
2.6
2.3
8.8
1.8
1.3

54.4
49.6
100.0
31.1
24.5
24.9
67.9
20.2
19.0

8.2%
-1.6%
9.8%
4.0%
nil
1.2%
3.8%
-5.2%

North-east Scotland
A90 Forfar
A90 Bridge of Don
A96 Forres

.08
.17
.06

11.0
16.8
6.6

1.5
1.5
0.8

3.0
1.4
0.9

15.6
19.9
8.4

2.7%

Rural Trunk(North)
A9 Tomatin

.06

4.5

0.5

1.1

6.2

-4.6%

(Note: The August 1999 data for Tomatin in STR ISSUE 7 were wrong due to a transposition of sites. August should read:—
.13
7.8
0.9
1.2
10.0
-8.2% on Aug. ‘98)
A9 Kessock Bridge
A9 Berriedale
A82 Crianlarich
A830 Lochailort
A87 Kyle
Rural Trunk(South)
A1 Grantshouse
A7 Langholm
A75 Carsluith
A77 Glenapp

.01
.04
nil
.02

0.9
3.0
0.5
2.1

.03
.02

3.9
2.7

.05

1.8

not available
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2

0.5
0.3
not available
0.2

0.2
0.4
0.1
0.2

1.2
3.7
0.7
2.5

nil

19.0%

1.4
0.4

5.8
3.4

-6.5%
6.2%

0.5

2.5

-3.9%

Source : Scottish Executive Automatic Road Counts
Comment: Monthly changes are always affected by random factors and must be used with caution. Totalling flows at points with 1998 and
1999 data gives a 3.9% annual growth rate but this is strongly influenced by the impact of the Braehead Shopping Mall on M8 Hillington data
and by continuing diversions of Forth Road Bridge traffic towards Edinburgh from the Barnton route to access via the Newbridge underpass
and the M8 Claylands site. Deleting these points, the preliminary estimate of overall annual growth on major roads falls to 0.9% with the
probability of a slight downward revision once adjustment is made for traffic on lesser roads. Official overall estimates for 1999 will be
available shortly and seem likely to continue the low rate of growth in road traffic indicated in the 1996 to 1998 comparisons at p 70 in Scottish
Transport Statistics, 1999. A picture is emerging in which road traffic growth is substantially less than growth by air and rail with the further
likelihood that growth in bus passenger miles may have exceeded car mile growth in 1999. Continuation of such trends would have a
significant impact on forecasts of movement and modal share, calling attention to the case for more comprehensive data on movement,
especially in a corridor context. Lastly, it is desirable that early steps to be taken to restore the publication of data on the important M74
corridor to England. Construction of the new motorway affected previous count points but other count points are being set up (as part of the
process of determining payments to the PFI contractors).

Current Statistics
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Property and Land Uses

Planning Issues

Air Passengers (thousands)
October-December 1999 (with %change on 1998)
Aberdeen

Edinburgh

1999 Totals (%change on 1998)

Glasgow

ABERDEEN

EDINBURGH

GLASGOW

Domestic
Internat. Scheduled
Internat. Charter
Helicopter

387
83
20
88

(-8.9%)
(-5.7%)
(1.3%)
(-25.7%)

944 (6.8%)
223 (30.9%)
59 (37.4%)

870
216
411

(0.5%)
(7.5%)
(2.4%)

1,627
346
98
386

(-5.2%)
(-1.4%)
(1.0%)
(-20.6%)

3,799
941
345

(6.6%)
(34.3%)
(23.6%)

3,550
975
2,234

(1.8%)
(12.3%)
(4.7%)

TOTAL

578

(-11.2%)

1225 (11.7%)

1496

(2.0%)

2.45m

(-7.4%)

5.08m

(11.5%)

6.76m

(4.3%)

Prestwick
TOTAL

166

Inverness

(21.1%)

81.9

Other H&I

(4.0%)

PRESTWICK

126.8 (-17.0%)

675

INVERNESS

(23.3%)

348

(2.1%)

OTHER H&I
554

Comment: A strong growth trend is evident at Edinburgh and Glasgow but with Edinburgh’s yearly growth being almost three times that of Glasgow.
However, the last quarter figures for Glasgow were depressed by a combination of unusually severe fog and the night flight ban due to runway
resurfacing. The oil downturn still shows through in Aberdeen figures, affecting all passenger data but with a specially steep fall in helicopter use. The
oil downturn also affects H&I figures with large falls in traffic at Shetland (Sumburgh) - though with some of this being a diversion to the Skasta airport
outwith the HIAL network. Steep traffic falls also affect Wick, Campbeltown, Barra and Stornoway but there has been some growth at Tiree, Islay
and Kirkwall. Influenced by the local economy, Inverness has moved back to modest growth, recovering from the loss of flights to Heathrow.
Prestwick has gained from the Paris link and other low-cost flights plus a bonus of fog diversions from Glasgow in the last quarter of 1999.

Air Fatalities

World air fatalities were 730 in 1999 compared to 611 in 1990 despite
a substantial growth in traffic i.e. world air deaths are only slightly more than double Scottish
road deaths. The air performance in Europe is better since results are affected by the
poorer safety levels of some Asia-Pacific carriers (H24Jan)

Travel to Work and Modal Choice (continued from p16)

Death Reduction Priorities Despite
interim targets for further cuts in deaths and serious
injuries on Scottish roads by 2010, there is growing
concern that the sharpest increase in deaths in
adult males under 35 is in the drug related area.
Deaths from this source are about to exceed road
deaths among the under 35s (H30Dec)

Enquiries about the SHS should be made to
Louise Finlayson
SHS Project Manager
Scottish Executive Central Research Unit
Victoria Quay, Edinburgh EH6 6QQ
Tel: 0131 244 7557
FAX: 0131 244 7573
E-mail: shs@scotland.gov.uk

Deaths among Scottish males under 35

2

“Travel by Scottish residents: some National Travel Survey results” is a Statistical
Bulletin, published in March 1999, price £2, HMSO.
“Scottish Transport Statistics” is an annual statistical volume published by HMSO.

Table 2

Scotland: February - June 1999 (SHS)
Those who say it is possible to use
public transport - reasons for not
using it
Driver of
car/van

Passenger in
car/van

Takes too long

35%

34%

Inconvenient

25%

No direct route

Those who say it is not possible to
use public transport - reasons why
it is not possible
Driver of
car/van

Passenger in
car/van

35%

12%

11%

31%

26%

5%

6%

5%

12%

6%

11%

20%

14%

19%

Use my own car

10%

6%

9%

0%

0%

0%

Need a car for, at work

8%

2&

6%

13%

4%

12%

Cost

7%

11%

8%

2%

3%

2%

Work unsociable hours

4%

6%

5%

14%

5%

12%

Public transport unreliable

5%

5%

5%

2%

2%

2%

Lack of service

3%

2%

2%

25%

35%

27%

Too infrequent

4%

8%

5%

12%

15%

12%

Long walk to bus stop

3%

2%

2%

2%

4%

3%

Too much to carry, awkward

1%

1%

1%

4%

4%

4%

Other Reasons

12%

11%

10%

7%

5%

7%

635

172

807

829

162

991

All

column percentages

sample size (=100%)

Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire
Argyll & Bute
Dundee and Angus
Falkirk
Fife
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Highland

Spring 2000
November 2000
2000-01
late 2000
early 2000
October 1999
March 1999

Development Plan Progress, Dec., 1999 - reports progress on
Structure and Local Plans. On retailing, there is growing expectation
of a presumption in favour of existing town centres but not so strong
as to prevent possible exceptions, notably for smaller retail proposals.
There is a feeling that Aberdeen’s tight planning policy may lead to
retail moves beyond the council area (H27 Jan) Academic views are
placing more emphasis on the global importance of cities as
economic generators and, in a Scottish context, this means an
increasing need for Glasgow and Edinburgh to work together in a
new strategy for central Scotland. Transport proposals able to be
financed will be an important part of this strategy (S30 Nov and ESRC
Cities Programme, Urban Studies, University of Glasgow, November
1999, H9 & 14 Dec) M8 corridor developments are coming under
increasing scrutiny by the Scottish Executive to ensure that they do
not encourage extra road traffic at peak periods. Edinburgh City
Council has published new draft guidance on Movement and
Development. This explains how planning applications will be
considered in the light of policy aims to achieve shifts away from
movement by car. e-commerce is now developing rapidly but
implications for transport and land uses remain uncertain. Town centre
travel agents seem likely to be adversely affected but similar results
could appear in all shopping areas (with shopping changing to the
internet linked with home delivery). A large reduction in car dealerships
is expected (FT14 Dec & H20 & 24 Jan) However, city centres will
remain important for ‘social’ shopping, leisure and tourism.

Town Centre and Brownfield Development

References
1

Issue 18 of the Scottish Executive Planning Bulletin deals with the more open arrangements to be used in revising NPPGs (see p4) Sarah
Boyack states that she is keen to see ‘a focus on what our vision is for Scotland as we pull together our ideas for transport and the environment’
The first of the new Structure Plans, for Dumfries & Galloway and for Ayrshire , have been approved and the timetable for consultative drafts for
other areas is:-

All

column percentages

12%

The Herald 30 Dec. ’99

Lothian
Orkney
Perth & Kinross
Scottish Borders
Shetlands
Stirling & Clack.
Western Isles

no set date
January 2000
2000
December 1998
Spring 2000
May 1999
Autumn 2000

(-9.8%)

Source: Scottish Airports, Glasgow Prestwick International and Highlands & Islands Airports
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Edinburgh’s last major city centre gap site at Greenside Place is to
be developed by Pillar Properties as offices, a hotel, clubs and a 12
screen Warner cinema (H11 Jan). Glasgow hotels saw a bigger upturn
than any other UK city in first six months of 1999 (H29 Nov) Major
town centre refurbishment has been completed in Hamilton and
Cumbernauld’s obsolete town centre is being replaced by new
development in the same area (H15 Nov) Stannifer has received
planning consent for an 8.5 acre development in south Partick
complementing more extensive proposals by Clydeport for brownfield
development along the Clyde Waterfront. These latter plans have
not yet received planning permission and are likely to require green
travel initiatives to prevent overloading of the Clydeside Expressway
(H27 Jan) Development at Pacific Quay to the south of the Clyde is
already proceeding with plans for linking bridges (see p6) Clydeport
has also purchased the former Kvaerner shipyard land at Govan,
leasing it back to the new operator BAe Systems. This arrangement
aids financing of the BAe deal as well as giving flexibility to Clydeport
for possible longer-term plans (H16 Dec) People living within a mile
of Glasgow’s three major football stadiums are being asked for their
views on parking problems and possible amelioration (H18 Jan) In a
shift of emphasis, former proposals for extensive greenfield
developments at Abbotsholm adjacent to Glasgow Airport are giving
way to plans to develop the brownfield Babcock Park area for airportrelated and general industrial purposes with a bridge across the Cart
to improve access to the airport (H22 & 27 Jan)
Work has started on plans for a 20 year development of a new
community on the Ravenscraig site (one of the ‘flagship’ projects in

the Glasgow & Clyde Valley Structure Plan) and Tannochside
Business Park is emerging from the ruins of the former Caterpillar
factory near Uddingston (H20 & 27 Jan) Sale prices for redevelopment
of the 25 acre Royal Infirmary site in central Edinburgh are likely to
be inhibited by the large number of listed buildings yet there is still
much interest in urban regeneration in the area (H14 Jan) The
Canmore Housing Association has completed Edinburgh’s first carfree housing at Slateford Green. There is some evidence that the
restaurant boom in Leith is losing out to central Edinburgh though
the Britannia has provided a boost for the area (worth 300 jobs) and
further regeneration is expected with completion of the Ocean Terminal
complex and a 12 screen cinema (H7, 12 & 18 Jan) UK government
has lifted restrictions on the sale of surplus rail land, releasing sites
at Millerhill south-east of Edinburgh and at Alloa, Cadder (north-east
of Glasgow), Greenhill, Bathgate and Kirkcaldy (Rail 1 - 14 Dec)

Fringe-of-town Development
As mentioned above, the greenfield Abbotsholm development near
Glasgow Airport will not now proceed on its former scale. A Scottish
Executive planning inquiry has also recommended refusal of a
greenfield retail park at Saughs Rd, Robroyston. This is one of few
pieces of greenfield development land in Glasgow but its development
is seen as having adverse effects on shopping in Bishopbriggs and
Kirkintilloch (H20 Jan) The annual Scottish Gardening Show
(formerly held at Strathclyde Park) is to be revived at Ingliston beside
Edinburgh Airport (H7 Jan) David Murray, Rangers Chairman and
entrepreneur, is promoting a £140m retail and leisure development,
Kingdom Park, on a 148 acre site at the A92 Redhouse junction
between Dunfermline and Kirkcaldy. 4000 jobs might be provided.
The plan includes open-cast coal extraction but Fife Council has
said that it appears contrary to local and national policy (S22 Dec)

Rural Issues
The rural economy has been hit by a decline in Scottish net farm
income from £595m in 1995 to £100 m in 1998. This has increased
the burden of fuel costs (H19 Jan). Direct payment of state benefits
into bank accounts is being recognised as a serious threat to the
continuation of rural Post Offices while many rural filling stations are
also under threat despite increases in assistance form the Scottish
Executive. Mergers of Post Offices with rural schools may be
considered (H3, 4 & 27 Jan) The Highland economy will also be hit
by the loss of 3300 jobs at oil fabrication yards (H27 Nov) This
situation means close attention to alternative jobs opportunities since
rural tourism has also been sluggish. Some job prospects have come
from a new sawmill at Lockerbie, opencast coal in the upper Nith
Valley and ‘niche’ tourism such as sport and activity holidays or
luxury corporate entertainment (with access by air) at the renovated
Ackergill Tower in Caithness. Harris is still awaiting decisions on the
Lingerbay superquarry, four years after the public inquiry closed
((H27 Nov, 20 Dec & 5 Jan) The Balmoral Estate is to introduce
charges for parking after problems with too many car-based visitors
to Glen Muick as part of efforts towards more sustainable tourism
also providing local employment (H17 Dec)
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Sarah Boyack
Minister for Transport and the Environment
Transport is right at the very heart of the
Executive’s vision for the future of Scotland. We
are committed to deliver an integrated transport
system which meets our economic and social
needs but which does not threaten the health of
our environment. There are no quick fixes.
Delivering our vision will require time, resources
and real commitment from all of the relevant parties - central government,
local authorities, and the private sector - over a sustained period.
We are very much at the beginning of a process. But I believe that we
have already made progress across a wide front and that we are beginning
to see real and tangible change on the ground:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

we have announced the conclusions of the Strategic Roads
Review, 5 schemes, with a total capital cost of £140m, are to
proceed to construction over the next 3 years bringing relief to
hard pressed local communities across Scotland;
we have awarded 5 Freight Facilities Grants, totalling some
£7.25 million, which will save 6,265,000 million lorry miles a
year by 2000/2001;
the Public Transport Fund is beginning to deliver improvements
in public transport provision right across Scotland - some £55m
has been disbursed to 32 schemes in the first two rounds of
awards;
the £14m Rural Transport Fund has so far supported 350 new
and extended public transport services, 73 community transport
projects and 10 refurbished petrol stations;
we are providing record levels of support to air and sea lifeline
services;
we have introduced free travel for blind people throughout
Scotland on rail, bus, ferry and underground services;
we are well on the way to delivering a national transport
timetable by the end of this year; and
we have announced that any future above inflation increases
in fuel duty will be spent on transport.

We now need to look to the future and to build upon those achievements
by giving local authorities the powers they need to help us deliver an
integrated transport system. Our legislative proposals for the Integrated
Transport Bill provide local authorities with the additional powers they

require to manage increasing congestion, to influence local bus services
and to work in partnership with other local authorities to deliver an integrated
transport system.
The proposals reflect over two years of consultation and debate over the
future direction of Scotland’s transport policy. I believe that debate has
been vital in allowing us to come forward with a comprehensive package
of legislative proposals specifically designed to address Scotland’s
transport problems; and a package that will command the maximum
possible degree of acceptance and support across the users and suppliers
of transport services.
The Executive’s vision for the year 2020 and beyond is a transport system
which stand comparison with the best and which meets the needs of all of
Scotland’s people, wherever they are, taking them where they want to go,
when they want to go, quickly and reliably.
We want to see lively and viable town centres, with attractive, safe and
clean public spaces and to make the streets welcoming places for
pedestrians as well as cars. We want to see residential streets which are
no longer barriers to human interaction and which are again safe for our
children to play in.
Accessibility is also important if we are to address our social justice agenda
for pensioners and people with disabilities. The provisions of the Disability
Discrimination Act are already making an impact - but our powers to
improve concessionary fares take this commitment a step further.
We have a political commitment to achieve that vision, but we cannot
success on our own. We need to harness the leadership role of local
authorities in building consensus for, and then taking forward, local
solutions to local problems. And we need to exploit the skills, experience
and knowledge of the private sector. Most of all we need a strong
commitment from all involved in the process to make it a success.
Change will not happen overnight and it will take time to achieve the
integrated transport system that Scotland’s people need and deserve.
But I am personally committed to delivering a transport system that will
meet Scotland’s needs for the coming century offering more flexible and
focused options.

A New Enlightenment: Telematics, Transport
and the Reduction of social exclusion.
Margaret Grieco, Professor of Transport and Society, TRI, Napier University
Howard Kirby, Professor of Transport Studies and Director, TRI, Napier University
Jeff Turner, Senior Research Fellow, Department of Planning, University of Manchester
Margaret Grieco
In the same period that traffic congestion has intensified, becoming one
of the most critical of transport policy problems, new information
communication technologies have emerged that address some of these
problems - address, though not necessarily reduce. Better real-time
management of traffic may be effective in reducing delays and pollution;
but might yield increases in road capacity, thereby increasing the demand.
Fuller information at the home or work place may reduce the need for
physical travel by the individual; but can increase awareness of opportunity
and hence stimulate travel. Public and policy maker alike are becoming
alert to the possibilities of tele-work or tele-commuting, tele-health, teleeducation and tele-shopping as real options. Some may think of these as
options for reducing travel; but fundamentally they are means of increasing
access and participation, and will have big impacts on social and economic
organisation. Tele-democracy is a direct expression of widening
participation: the ‘electronic town hall’ advocated by Ross Perot in the
early 1990s is no longer a futuristic scenario, and in Scotland Napier
University hosts the International Centre for Tele-Democracy.
Thus the electronic enlightenment offers simultaneously two opportunities:
to reduce travel, and to increase participation. In either case, these may
arise directly or indirectly. Reduced travel would be a direct consequence

Howard Kirby
of trip planning systems, aimed at making more effective use of the
transport system. Less directly, information and services which people
currently have to travel to obtain, could be provided on line, with
transactions perhaps undertaken with ‘electronic money’. Increased
participation would be expressed directly through enhanced civic
involvement in policy planning and politics at local, municipal, regional
and national levels. Less directly, multi-media communications may
enhance the transparency of decision making, and provide on-line auditing
capabilities, so enabling the public to be more involved in consultation
upon and evaluation of the recommendations of planners and policy
makers. The new integrated transport environment is thus one in which
technology and policy should be able to interact to resolve a set of social
problems. In seeking to reduce social problems, we should not concentrate
only on those solutions that serve to reduce travel. The provision of
networked terminals in low income homes - a form of community net may have a range of different effects, as discussed below.
Consider the problem that low income women with children very often
have difficulties in attending scheduled hospital appointments. Unexpected
events, such as a child’s sickness, can result in failure to keep an
appointment, and hence expense to the health system and even to the
contined overleaf

Current Statistics

Scottish Economy Scottish Enterprise Minister Henry
McLeish has given upbeat views on the economy and has announced
that the Scottish Economic Bulletin is being replaced by three
Scottish Executive publications on the economy - the Scottish
Economic Report (to be published twice yearly), Scottish Economic
Statistics (annual from February 2000) and a series of economic
discussion papers drawing together technical economic articles and
research relating to the work of the Scottish Executive. GDP growth
in Scotland to June 1999 was higher than in the UK and growth was
accelerating (H11Dec, 15&25Jan) CBI has reported a sharp rise in
manufacturing output in Scotland though the Aberdeen area and many
rural areas remain sluggish. There are also problems in the retailing
and tourism sectors (H20&28Jan) A report by the Fraser of Allander
Institute concludes that Scottish Enterprise is only creating onethird of jobs claimed. Net direct job gain of 22,769 jobs in 1997-98 is
estimated from SE activity compared to a claim of 70,000 though
10,739 indirect jobs were also probable (full details on Fraser of
Allander website www.fraser.strath.ac.uk). SE is to take account of
Fraser of Allander research in future conclusions on likely jobs growth
(H21Jan & £Feb)). Government publication on Sharing the Nation’s
Prosperity has provoked renewed claims that Scotland is being
treated favourably compared to areas in England such as the north,
Humberside, Bristol, inner London and parts of Sussex (H7Dec)
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response to the census (H11Jan). An analysis of government data by
FoE(Scotland) has concluded that air pollution levels in Scotland
rose by one-third in 1999. The relevant data is for the number of days
with moderate to poor air quality (H17Jan)

Tourism

The 1998 Travel Trends Report from the Office for
National Statistics reveals record numbers of foreign visits to Britain
and record numbers of trips abroad in 1998. There were 25.7 m visits
by overseas residents to Britain and 50.9 m foreign visits were made
by Britons, 32 m being holiday visits. Foreign tourists made 2m trips
to Scotland with most of their spending being in the Lothians followed
by Greater Glasgow and the Highlands. There was a slight rise on
1997(H10Dec). 36 m holidays abroad are expected to be taken by
Britons in 2002, compared to 30.8 m in 1998. First Choice predict
that in 2000, the average 40 year old will have taken more than 15
overseas holidays (H26Aug). However, holidays in Scotland have
risen less with increasing numbers of English and Scottish residents
opting to holiday overseas. STB has been coming under increasing
pressure to improve on this situation (H11Jan)

Port, Rail and Bus Statistics

Peterhead port has boosted
profits by attracting greater volumes of oil-related traffic but is also
aiming at diversification since oil prospects are declining. A cruise
development officer has been appointed(H24Jan) GB rail passenger
trips rose by 8% in the July/September quarter but passenger kms
rose by only 1.8% - indicating a shift to rail growth in trips of short to
medium length (Bulletin of Rail Statistics Qtr 2 99/00 0171 890 4448)
Strathclyde Passenger Rail Trips rose by 7% in 1999 and First
Group has reported a 4% rise in bus trips in Glasgow (an extra 4
million passengers in 1999). This is the first substantial bus growth in
40 years though most extra usage appears to have been at off-peak
daytime periods.

Scottish Budget In his first Budget Bill, Jack McConnell in
proposing an extra £189m for health and £84m for education in a
Scottish Executive Budget for 2000-01 of £16.6 billion (H27 Jan)
Official Statistics indicate that Scotland’s population may fall
from 5.12 m to 5.06 m between 1998 and 2021 (H27Nov). With respect
to the 2001 Census, it has been decided not to include questions on
personal income since this could have adverse effects on overall

Caledonian MacBrayne Ferries (Source: Caledonian MacBrayne)
1999

%change
on 1998

Oct./December 1999

Oct./December 1998

%change

Passengers(thousands)

4.80m

-0.3%

777

750

3.6%

Cars (thousands)

895th

-1.1%

168.4

162.8

3.5%

Commercial vehicles

84th

0.8%

21,123

20,080

5.3%

Coaches

12th

3.2%

1,621

1,325

22.8%

Comment: 1999 was a depressed year for traffic. Usage picked up in the last quarter, confirming that the greatest falls in traffic were over the
tourist season. Coach traffic was more buoyant, recording overall growth. More detailed data for the Clyde and Western Isles divisions
shows that traffic reduction was confined to the Western Isles. In this area, yearly passenger numbers (after adjustment for losses arising
from opening of the Berneray causeway) fell by just over 1% compared to 0.9% growth on the Clyde. However, coach traffic in the Western
Isles was up 5.9% compared to 1.4% growth on the Clyde. Car tourists were lower than in previous years. There was 20.4% passenger
growth from Oban to Colonsay. Some growth on the Stornoway, Leverburgh, Kilchoan and Gigha routes was offset by falls in passenger
volumes to Mull, Iona, Armadale(Skye), the Small Isles and Lochaline. On the Ullapool-Stornoway route, CV use fell by 6.2% but the
Armadale route had a 13.4% rise in coach traffic. On the Clyde, car traffic was stationary overall with some decline on the Dunoon, Wemyss
Bay, Portavadie and Lochranza routes. There was 3.4% passenger growth on the Gourock-Dunoon route, helped by a 38% growth in
coach traffic. CV growth to Brodick was strong at 20.1%

Western Ferries (McInroy’s Point-Hunters Quay)

Source: Western Ferries(Clyde)

1999

Oct./December 1999

Oct./December 1998

%change

Passengers(thousands)

790

186.6

184.3

1.3%

Cars(thousands)

425

103.0

99.3

3.7%

Commercial vehicles

9.2

2,253

2,337

-3.7%

Coaches

2.7

542

609

-11.0%

Travel to Work and Modal Choice
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Some further results from the Scottish Household Survey supplied by the Scottish Executive

1. Background
1 This is the third in a series of notes on transport-related results from
the Scottish Household Survey (SHS). It describes some results from the
first two quarters’ interviews. The SHS, started in February 1999, covers
many topics, particularly transport, local government and social inclusion.
SHS questions on transport were listed in Issue 5 of “Scottish Transport
Review” (page 19) and some results appeared in Issues 6 & 7.
2 MORI Scotland and System Three, who are conducting the survey on
behalf of the Scottish Executive, will interview over 15,000 households
each year. Anonymised copies of each year’s data will be deposited at
the ESRC Data Archive. Results from the survey will be available on a
quarterly basis for Scotland. In due course, SHS results will show seasonal
variation and year-to-year changes for Scotland, and provide annual subScotland analyses, which the National Travel Survey cannot do (see the
“Travel by Scottish residents” statistical bulletin1).

some other car park (6%). Those adults who pay to park use car parks
provided by an employer (5%), commercial car parks (4%), and spaces
on the street (1%).

4. Reasons for travelling to work by car or van
1 The SHS asks adults travelling to work why they use their particular
mode of travel. Table 1 shows the results. Some of the percentages change
when drivers and passengers are looked at separately. 10% of passengers
said that they travelled by car or van because they travelled with friends,
compared with only 1% of drivers.
Table 1

Usual method of travel to work
Driver of
car/van

Passenger in
car/van

Most convenient
Quickest Method
Public transport unavailable
Need car at work
Only method available
Work patterns (e.g. shifts)
No public transport
Travel with friends
Cheapest method
Too much to carry
Safest method
Too far to walk
Laziness
Distance
Supplied by employer
Drop children off first
Others

41%
15%
13%
14%
9%
10%
8%
1%
3%
2%
1%
1%
2%
1%
1%
2%
4%

49%
11%
8%
4%
9%
5%
6%
10%
4%
2%
1%
0%
0%
1%
1%
0%
11%

42%
14%
12%
12%
9%
9%
7%
3%
3%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
5%

sample size = (100%)

1,464

334

1,798

All

column percentages

3 This note analyses some results from questions on travel to work,
which were answered by one randomly-chosen adult per household. The
results are weighted to take account of differences in selection probabilities.
It should be remembered that, as with all such surveys, factors such as
sampling variability and non-response bias may affect the results.

2. Travel to work
1 The first note on transport related results from the SHS, published in
Issue 6 of STR, had a section on travel to work patterns, and how these
varied with sex, age and household income. This section looks at travel to
work patterns across Scottish MOSAIC areas.
2 Scottish MOSAIC is a geo-demographic variable used for both the
sampling and the analysis of the SHS. It is a neighbourhood classification
system which uses information about (e.g.) home ownership, car
ownership, age, health, employment status and occupation to identify types
of neighbourhoods with similar characteristics. It has been used to give
an initial indication of differences between neighbourhood types in
Scotland. In due course, other analyses may focus on households in areas
classified in different ways. The usual method of travel to work varies with
MOSAIC group. Of the 2,745 adults interviewed between February and
June of 1999 who travelled to work, around two thirds did so in a car or
van - 52% drove and 13% were passengers - 14% walked, 13% got the
bus, 3% used rail, and 2% cycled.
3 The figures for individual MOSAIC areas should be used with caution,
as some of them may be subject to large percentage sampling errors,
being based upon small sample sizes. However, there is clearly
considerable variation between different types of area. Those areas
described as ‘high-income’ and ‘country dwellers’ contain the highest
proportions of adults who travel to work by car or van, 80% and 77%
respectively. Indeed, 69% of those who travel to work from ‘high income’
areas drive. In contrast, only 28% of those from ‘families in council flats’
areas drive to work, with a further 17% going as a passenger, making a
total of 45% travelling to work by car or van.

Scotland: February - June 1999 (SHS)

2 The SHS also asks those adults who usually travel to work by car or
van whether it would be possible to use public transport. 46% of adults
who drive to work and 54% of adults who are passengers in a car or van
said that it was possible to use public transport to travel to work.

4 24% of adults who travel to work from areas described as
‘disadvantaged council estates’ usually walk to work, as do 23% of
those from ‘singles and flats’ areas, compared with only 7% from the
‘high income’ areas. Of those travelling to work from ‘country dwellers’
areas, only 4% do so by bus. This contrasts with the 28% of adults who
travel to work from ‘families in council flats’ areas who take the bus, and
24% for those from ‘renting singles’ areas.

3 If it is possible to use public transport, the respondents are asked why
they don’t use it (refer to Table 2 on p18). The views were fairly consistent
between drivers and passengers, however 11% of passengers gave cost
as a reason for not using public transport, compared with 7% of drivers perhaps because very few passengers are charged for their lift. Table 2
also gives the reasons why some respondents felt it was not possible to
use public transport. Of those who said it was not possible to use public
transport, 27% said it was because of the lack of service, 19% because
there was no direct route, 12% because it would take too long, and 12%
because they needed a car at work. There were some notable differences
between drivers and passengers in that 14% of drivers said that they
worked unsociable hours compared with 5% of passengers, and 36% of
passengers cited lack of service compared with 25% of drivers.

3. Travel to work by car or van

5. Further Information

The remainder of this note will focus on those adults who usually travel to
work by car or van, either as a driver or passenger. Of the 1,798 adults
who usually travel to work by car or van, 87% did so in a car or van that
their household owns or has regular use of, and 5% got a lift in someone
else’s car at no cost. Not surprisingly, the proportions change when drivers
are compared with passengers: 94% of drivers travel to work in a car or
van that their household owns or has regular use of, compared with only
59% of passengers. 25% of passengers get a lift in someone else’s car at
no cost. Only small percentages are involved in car-sharing schemes where
the person either takes a turn driving or pays the driver. Of those adults
who usually drive to work, 88% park for free, either in a car park provided
by their employer (65%), or parking on the street at no cost (17%), or in

1 The quarterly “Scottish Household Survey Bulletin” is available (price
£5) from The Stationery Office (ISSN 1467 7393), and usually includes
some analyses involving transport topics. Forthcoming publications
containing results from the SHS will include further quarterly bulletins, a
detailed annual report, and statistical bulletins of transport-related results.
SHS results will also appear in “Scottish Transport Statistics 20002 “.
2

Information about the SHS can be found on the SHS website, at
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/shs

4

Further details on the 1998/99 Scottish MOSAIC classification
are provided in SHS Bulletin No. 3.

A New Enlightenment: Telematics, Transport and the Reduction of social exclusion cont’d
women’s own health, as appointments missed are very often foregone
altogether. If people can reschedule their appointments through on-line
booking systems from home terminals, the cost of missed appointments
to the health system would be reduced as changes in availability can be
more rapidly communicated.
Or consider how a sense of community is built up. Historically, large family
size enabled a bonding between individual family units and larger kin
structures. That had provided an information gathering service to the
individual household as well as a reservoir of persons and relationships
whose behaviours were known and who could be trusted (or not) in
undertaking social and economic business. But the reduction of family
size and the dispersal of its members have been accompanied in Britain
by the emergence of problem neighbourhoods (sink estates). Hence the
social information capital has been reduced. Fortunately the new
information technologies offer a mechanism for people in local
neighbourhoods to offset this loss. A wider range of advice and information
can be called upon, without leaving the front door. Information on local
social, economic and political activities is more accessible, encouraging
greater participation - and yes, perhaps more travel, but less isolation.
Suppose an organisation exists (such as the Housing Action Trusts of
Liverpool) that organises escorts for older persons to go shopping or
arranges for someone to undertake it for them; a community net that
serviced these needs would enable a larger and more rapid matching
between needs and resources. A similar matching scheme, designed to

promote car-sharing as a means of reducing car use, may serve to increase
access to jobs for those without a car (and so increase car use!). Already
within the United Kingdom ‘wired communities’ have begun to develop the Microsoft street in Islington operates a street based community net
which focuses upon the market of local exchange of services. British
Telecom have begun a similar experiment in Scotland.
Or consider remote communities - for whom “exclusion” is more for reasons
more of geography than of sociology. Scotland is already showing a wealth
of Internet development in its sparsely populated areas as a consequence
of Objective 1 European funding: the Western Isles and Highlands and
Islands enterprise provide examples of key developments. The University
of the Highlands and Islands must necessarily rely on electronic technology
to overcome the problems of its distributed identity. The use of the
technology to service the remote is evident. Increased access to
educational opportunities via on-line services might avoid travel at the
time but increase it later.
There is then a policy space to consider the role of information technology
and the relationship with travel for excluded communities. Yes, it is critical
that the contribution that telematics can make to reducing travel and its
environmental impact is pursued; it is equally critical that the contribution
that telematics can make to improving the lot of the socially excluded and
geographically remote is recognised, even when travel would be increased
thereby. Time for telematics, time for the new enlightenment.

Climate Change and the Price of Transport
Colin Howden, Campaign Manager, TRANSform Scotland
There can be little doubt that the most pressing environmental issue the
planet faces is how to prevent dangerous climate change. There is
widespread acceptance that the failure to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions will precipitate global temperature increase, sea level rise and
an increase in the frequency and severity of weather events such as
droughts, floods and storms. The Kyoto Protocol of December 1997
demonstrated a global governmental acceptance of climate change and it
is accepted that the UK, in the form of John Prescott, played a considerable
role in ensuring that there was at least some commitment to tackling
emissions. The UK Government’s binding agreement to reduce climate
change gasses by 12.5% below 1990 levels by 2008-12 - and the Labour
Party 1997 commitment to a 20% reduction by 2010 - are useful starts but
there is also a need for a Scottish strategy to bring about emission
reduction.
Transport is one of the major contributors to climate change, with 23% of
UK climate change gasses. In Scotland, transport is a more important
contributor, estimated to account for as much as 32% of emissions. The
transport sector has seen the fastest growth in emissions in recent years
but the transport sector also offers some of the clearest possibilities for
controlling emissions - but only so long as traffic levels can be brought to
sustainable levels. Recent UK government policy has sought to control
emissions from transport by using price signals to encourage motorists to
purchase smaller, more fuel efficient vehicles, to adopt more economical
driving styles and to be more discriminating about private care use, be
encouraging shorter or less frequent journeys. The policy used, the “fuel
duty escalator”, was a recommendation of the UK’s leading expert group
on environmental issues, the Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution in its 1994 report.
While it is not in doubt that the campaigns by the motoring and road haulage
organisations over the past year have been successful in derailing the
UK’s commitment to tackling climate change, one of the more pernicious
canards used by these groups has been that transport use is unresponsive
to changes in price. Motoring organisations would have you believe that
motoring costs were spiralling out of control. This is arrant nonsense. In
1996, the Department of the Environment commented that “the real cost
of motoring, particularly the marginal cost of petrol, is very much more
affordable, in relation to the real increase in personal disposable income,
than it was 20 years ago.” They reported that while motoring costs had
fallen by 1% in real terms between 1974 and 1994 that public transport
costs that had rocketed: rail fares had increased by 71% and bus fares by
55% in real terms. When the 51% real increase in personal disposable
income is taken into account, it was clear that motoring had become vastly
more affordable compared to public transport.

So has anything changed since 1994? The answer is that motoring has
not become more expensive compared to public transport use. Between
1992 (when the fuel duty escalator policy was introduced) and 1998 (the
most recent figures available at time of writing), the overall motoring costs
rose by 2% in real terms while public transport prices still rose ahead of
this at 2% and 4%, for bus fares and rail fares, respectively.
These figures necessarily disguise a lot of detail about the distributional
impacts of fuel price increase. But because fuel taxation is revenue-raising,
policy can - and should - be designed to ameliorate these impacts. But
these figures also hide the fact that those who will be hurting most from
transport price movements are not the motorist but rather the public
transport user. For all the concern about impacts or motorists, in a country
where 35% of Scottish households have no car access, it is surely those
dependent on public transport that should be the focus of public policy.
With care ownership being lowest in the lowest income groups, and where,
as shown, transport prices have moved against public transport use, we
should rather be committed to address the social exclusion of these groups.
But even these figures hide the bigger picture that the price of transport
does not reflect the costs that it imposes. The oft-trumpeted claim that
road users pay more taxes than they receive back in investment is fallacious
if the wider costs associated with road use are brought into the frame. In
1996, Maddison et al., perhaps the UK’s foremost environmental
economists, concluded in their book ‘The True Costs of Road Transport’
that the marginal external costs of transport “outweigh the taxes paid by
road transport by a factor of three”. While their findings have been
questioned by various interested groups, their point that road users do
not pay for external costs such as air and noise pollution, climate change
impact, accidents and community severance and congestion costs is
beyond challenge.
If we truly wish to tackle climate change emissions from transport we have
to have a full debate about the true costs and implications of transport
choice. If we are serious about tackling climate change emissions from
transport, it is inconceivable that the necessary policy mix will not include
fiscal measures that seek to correct the historic price trends that have
encouraged car use and discouraged public transport use. The past year’s
populist demands for lower fuel taxes ignore the real environmental and
health impacts if rising traffic levels and ignore the true costs of unnecessary
car use to society at large.
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Freight Expectations
by Prof. Alan McKinnon,
Logistics Research Centre,
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh
According to the 1997 National Road Traffic
Forecasts there will be 40% more lorry traffic
on Britain’s roads by 2020. As there are no
separate forecasts for Scotland, we must
assume that this would also apply to Scotland. Most people outside the
freight industry would be horrified by the prospect of such an increase.
They would probably take little comfort from the fact that the truck of 2020
will be very much cleaner and quieter than those currently coming onto
the road. Advances in vehicle technology, reinforced by steadily tightening
Euro emission standards, widespread adoption of smart cruise control
and several rotations of the vehicle replacement cycle will have ensured
that externalities per vehicle-km in 2020 will be a fraction of those today.
Much of this benefit, though, will be offset by the growth in lorry traffic and
the public will still object to the sheer physical presence of so much freight
traffic. Though vehicles are unlikely to get much longer, or wider, they will
probably get taller as the principle of double-decking, so successfully
applied in passenger transport, becomes more widely adopted. This may
create local problems due to predictions of increased storms.
There is good reason to believe, however, that these extrapolated traffic
volumes will not materialise. Many of the economic and logistical processes
that have been responsible for freight traffic growth in recent decades will
have run their course long before 2020 and possibly gone into reverse.
Factories and warehouses will have reached their maximum economic
size removing the justification for further centralisation. For most firms’
supply lines and market areas will be fully extended. Over the past 50
years, the main driver of road freight traffic growth has been the lengthening
of hauls. Between 2953 and 1998, the average length of haul in the UK
rose from 36 to 93 kilometres. It is likely that this figure will stabilise over
the next 20 years, though at a significantly higher level than today.
Primarily as a result of the weakening of these spatio-economic forces,
we are likely to have seen a decoupling of GDP growth from road freight

traffic growth by 2020. People would then be able to enjoy the benefits of
economic growth without having to suffer the adverse effects of constantly
increasing freight traffic. At an average economic growth rate of 2% per
annum, their real incomes would be around 46% higher than today. As
people get wealthier the proportion of income spent on material goods is
likely to diminish, causing the relative growth in freight traffic to slacken.
Also by 2020, companies’ production and distribution schedules are likely
to be fully time-compressed. According to a recent European Logistics
Association study, average order lead times across Europe, which dropped
from 27 to 12 days between 1988 and 1998, will have shortened to 9 days
by 2003. Given the diminishing rate of decline, average lead times will
have stabilised by 2020 probably at a level 2 - 3 days below that predicted
for 2003. To remain competitive in foreign markets, Scottish exports will
be under mounting pressure over the next 20 years to minimise the effects
of their relative peripherality on order lead times. They will do this partly
by demanding faster transport services, but also by accelerating those
aspects of the order fulfilment process handled within factories,
warehouses and offices.
The growth of all categories of traffic will be restrained by the installation
over the next 10 - 20 years of new systems to control the use of road
infrastructure. A combination of electronic traffic management and
universal, satellite-based road pricing will be used to allocate available
road space between different categories of vehicle at different times of
day. It is conceivable that lorry operators may ultimately have to bid for
slots on trunk roads in much of the way that train operators do today on
the rail network. If road were then to lose much of its traditional flexibility
and cost advantage, rail could command a much larger share of the freight
market in 2020.
By 2020, the physical movement of CDs, videos, newspapers and books
will be largely replaced by electronic distribution. Such “dematerialisation”
is only likely to be possible for a small proportion of the freight currently
moved by road. It would be fanciful to suppose that by 2020 we will see
the development of Startrek Logistics where, at the press of a button,
goods can be instantaneously beamed down to the customer. This will
remain the distribution manager’s dream for centuries to come.

Freight Transport 2000 - 2020
Bob Armstrong
Scottish Director, FTA
“Following representations by the FTA and
other organisations the Government has
decided not to proceed to give powers to local
authorities to introduce charges on private
non-residential parking”. Before those of you
who are enthusiastic proponents of workplace
parking charges panic I would point out that
the above is a quotation from the minutes of
an FTA meeting on 11th January 1978! For the record I can confirm that
the Transport Bill expected in the Spring of the year 2000 will included
provisions to enable local authorities to devise schemes whereby private
non-residential parking can be subject to a charge to discourage people
from using their cars for daily commuting. The important point here however
is that some 22 years on the proposed solutions to alleviate congestion
remain unaltered. The development of transport policy is nothing if not a
long drawn out affair. In looking some 20 years ahead therefore I can
fairly confidently predict that many of the arguments raging today about
the movement of goods and people, the management of demand and the
requirement to provide additional infrastructure or otherwise will still be
very much to the fore. This might seem at first a depressing prospect, but
I think it merely serves to illustrate the absolute need for long term strategic
thinking and planning in transport policy.
Freight transport is the ultimate derived demand. Freight costs now
represent such a small proportion of the total selling price of most goods
that even if the taxation measures promoted by the most fervent
environmentalists were adopted, it is probable that demand for freight
transport would remain undiminished. Traditionally there has been a very
close correlation between increase in GDP and the demand for freight
movement. The Government are hoping that this link can be broken. They

postulate development of e-commerce giving the opportunity for economic
growth without a concomitant increase in freight movement. This is a
forlorn hope. If prosperity continues to increase the demand for goods
and services will do likewise. The inevitable result of this will be continued
strain being placed on transport infrastructure. There is no doubting the
flexibility of the road freight sector to expand to cope with demand but it
will suffer the constraint of available infrastructure.
There will be significant changes in flow patterns of international freight
transport as manufacturers take advantage of lower labour costs in
emerging nations and the change of mix between the production of goods
and the provision of services develops in western nations. As has been
the case throughout history the freight industry will adapt to these changes
pressures. Road will remain the dominant mode for freight transport, firstly
because most movements are local and secondly because it is that mode
which offers greatest flexibility. Rail freight will continue to increase volume
until the demand for passenger and freight movement exceeds supply at
which point passenger transport will probably win out. Air freight will remain
as now totally subsidiary to passenger movement. Only sea freight will
remain unconstrained by capacity and will continue the slow but steady
increase in volume which it has displayed for the last several decades.
At some time within the next 20 years we will finally be able to separate
the words “congestion” and “pollution”. There will be huge advances in
vehicle engine technology. Vehicles will be cleaner, quieter and although
the same size, carry greater tonnage. The development of the computer
controlled vehicle for motorway running - the so called driverless vehicle,
will be much nearer to being a reality. The prospect for the next 20 years
is that of continued growth requiring the need for continued investment in
all aspects of transport infrastructure. However whether this becomes
recognised by Government and the necessary investment is made remains
to be seen.

The British and Scottish Transport Bills

The bumper Christmas Transport Bill for Britain runs to 258 pages,
21 Clauses and 26 Schedules with a further 42 page Explanatory
Memorandum. Clauses 1 to 91 deal with Air Traffic Services and
include provision for the sale of 51% of Air Traffic Control as part of
the government strategy to modernise air traffic control without an
immediate addition to public spending. Though controversial, present
financial strategy is the driving force behind the proposal. It could
have implications for the proposed UK air traffic control centre at
Prestwick. Part II of the Bill (Clauses 92 to 138) deals with Local
Transport in England & Wales and covers proposals affecting bus
quality partnerships, quality contracts, ticketing schemes, provision
of information, mandatory travel concessions and financial provisions.
Part III (Clauses 139 to 175) also excludes Scotland and deals with
proposals for road user charging and workplace parking levies. Part
IV (Clauses 176 to 231) deals with Railways and sets up the Strategic
Rail Authority (for Britain - Northern Ireland continues to have
separate arrangements).
Clause 183 gives legal backing to the government decision in 1998
that the Scottish Executive should have supervisory powers over
passenger rail services in Scotland, including the power to give
directions and guidance in relation to services which start or end in
Scotland. The SRA is obliged to conform to such directions and
guidance only to the extent that funding is provided by the Scottish
Consolidated Fund and that no adverse effects arise for other rail
services. Clause 216 gives Scottish Ministers and the National
Assembly for Wales powers to enter agreements for the development
of rail goods services yet, in an apparent anomaly, Clause 186 prohibits
the SRA from being involved in rail goods development in Scotland
but applies no such provision to Wales. There is also a contradiction
in the references to the Scottish Ministers (i.e. Scottish Executive, not
the Scottish Parliament) and the National Assembly for Wales. A further
anomaly which is likely to receive attention is the transfer in Clause
208 of rail closure issues from the Regulator to the Secretary of
State (meaning the Secretary of State at DETR). Since financial
responsibility for rail closure issues is transferred to the Scottish
Executive, there is a strong case for any closure decisions being a
matter for the First Minister.
Nevertheless, rail openings rather than closures are likely to be more
immediate issues. In this context, there are concerns at the stability
and effectiveness of the rail framework proposed in the Transport Bill.
Clauses 180 to 182 set out the obligations of the new SRA. These

The Troubles
of Brian
S T S G
Organiser
B r i a n
Weddell
joined the
m o b i l e
p h o n e
brigade last
year but not
for
long!
Crossing an
Edinburgh
street, his phone fell from his pocket
and was run over by a bus. Brian
has now acquired a new mobile
(0790 973 5224) which he hopes
will last a bit longer.
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include development of the rail network within an integrated strategy
for transport involving consultations with the Rail Regulator and such
other persons as SRA thinks fit. The SRA is to act in ways best
calculated to promote the interests of rail users and to contribute to
sustainable development, efficiency and the environment. There is a
tension here both with Scottish concepts of integration and with the
views which particular PTAs may have on services in their regions
(see Clause 215). Chris Bolt, the former Rail Regulator (in a
perceptive article on Railway Regulation - The First Five Years,
Transport Economist, Autumn 1999) has also referred to the problems
arising from both the Rail Regulator and the SRA (with responsibilities
including rail passenger franchises) now being involved in decisions
which impacted on government finances (either subsidy or the level
of ‘premium’ from some franchises). Chris argued that the Rail
Regulator was being drawn into policy issues relating to rail track
access charges while the SRA was combining the roles of service
purchaser, regulator and strategic planner. Whether the SRA could
balance these roles would be a key test. In a Scottish context, there
is the added concern about the complexity of Scottish and SPT
overlays (and financial responsibilities) regarding rail strategy within
integrated Scottish transport. It is by no means evident that the SRA
will have a useful role in Scotland though potential problems could be
eased by a ‘concordat’ creating a shadow Strategic Transport
Authority for Scotland (or two authorities with one dealing with the
special issues of the Highlands and Islands) and leaving the SRA
with a nominal Scottish role as part of adjustments in the Scottish
block grant arising from the transfer of rail responsibilities to the
Scottish Executive, including freight, track access charges and the
supervision of rail passenger franchising.
At the time of writing, the Scottish Transport Bill has not yet appeared
but it is known that it will contain Scottish powers relating to bus
services and to road pricing. Commentators will want to see how far,
and for what reasons, these may vary from the English and Welsh
provisions already annnounced. Another area of interest is the extent
to which the Bill may contain proposals for statutory Transport and
Land Use Plans and the areas to be covered by such plans.
Alternatively, the Executive may continue to rely on voluntary Regional
Partnerships but with the sanction that partnerships and more
localised strategies will be unlikely to receive support from central
funds unless transport and land use policies and programmes conform
to government guidelines and show clear evidence of research and
assessment of alternative options.

A Warning to Editors
‘The widespread taste for
sensationalism by which we are now
cursed, a taste which seems to grow
with the efforts made to satisfy it,
offers a premium on anything startling
and revolutionary, giving little heed to
sober, every-day truth. If one-tenth
of the wonderul scientific discoveries
which have been announced with
glaring headlines in the public press
within the past five years had actually
been made, it would indeed have
been an epoch-making period; but,
fortunately for everyone, they existed
mostly in the brilliant imagination of
the space writers who alone benefited
from their publication’
T C Mendenhall addressing
the Society for the Promotion of
Engineering Education, 1899

The Troubles of Thomas

The Herald 11 Jan. ‘00

An Americanised version of Thomas the Tank
Engine was stolen from the Clyde Valley
Country Estate early in January but later found
undamaged. However, press publicity alerted
the owners of the rights over ‘Thomas the Tank
Engine’ and they insisted on removal of all
Thomas symbols by 31 January (H11 & 19 Jan)

Food Distribution and Energy Efficiency
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must also improve with incidents detected electronically and emergency clear
up teams dispatched to deal with them immediately. Roadside emissions testing
to remove gross polluters will also be the norm by 2020.

Neil Greig
Head of Policy, AA Scotland
Fanum House
Erskine
Renfrewshire
PA8 6AT

Summary of Report by Prof. Alan McKinnon, Logistics Research Centre, School of
Manasgement, Heriot-Watt University to DETR on Vehicle Utilisation and Energy Efficiency in
the Food Supply Chain. This report was also supported by the Cold Storage and Distribution
Federation (CSDF) and published on 13 December,1999, price £25. Copies are available from the
Logistics Research Centre 0131 451 3850

As part of the Government’s Energy Efficiency Best Practice
Programme this report monitored 36 lorry fleets carrying mainly food
products over a 48 hour period to assess how efficiently they were
being used. This was the first study of this type anywhere in the world.
Food supply was chosen because the food and drink sector accounts
for almost 25% (measured by tonne-kms) of all road freight in the UK,
is one of the fastest growing sectors and requires temperature control
in 15% of movements. Refrigeration accounts for around
40% of total energy use in the frozen food supply chain
and refrigerated trailers cost twice as much to buy as
conventional trailers and are 15-20% more expensive to
operate.

●

●

one-quarter of trips were subject to unscheduled delays
thought not to be worth recording yet these delays
averaged 50 minutes
only 23% of delays were due to traffic congestion with
points of delivery and collection being the main causes of
delay and directly within managerial control

Reasons for Delay

Key findings from the report are:●

vehicles travelled 22% of total mileage empty
(though this is below the 28% figure for empty
running by all lorries in the UK in 1998)

●

on average, vehicles carried 78% of the maximum
number of pallets but with a good deal of unused
space between the top of the load and the roof of the
vehicle. Only 50% of available space was actually filled

●

much delivery work peaked between 7 am and 10 am when
the road network is at its busiest

As integration with Europe continues apace the AA would urge the Scottish
Executive to learn valuable lessons from the way transport has progressed in
Europe. Scotland needs to adopt the best of European design such as Dutch
“Home Zones” and better walking and cycling facilities alongside high quality
alternatives to the car. Consumers must have a choice and they will only
choose to use public transport if it offers them time and cost savings as well as
security, comfort and convenience. The use of tunnels, cuttings, noise barriers
and other techniques can minimise the environmental intrusion of new roads.
This is standard practice in Europe where the increased cost is accepted in
order to protect the environment. The old British approach of lowest possible
tender on anything to do with transport must go and be replaced by a
commitment to quality and protection of the environment.

The big question is whether drivers will accept the “big brother” approach to
vehicle control. AA members currently do not trust the systems to be safe
(10% said “not in my lifetime!”), but most accept it may come by 2020. The
new satellite approach to speed control is unlikely to happen for at least ten
years but it has certainly helped to bring the debate into the public arena. The
driving aids that most drivers want to see first are gadgets to help them see in
the dark and to keep them awake!
By 2020 cars will be lighter, safer, recyclable and much more fuel-efficient. By
2010 new European agreements will reduce fuel consumption on new cars by
a further third and car companies will be responsible for end-of-life cars which
will be 85% reusable. Cars will be increasingly fuelled by renewable alternatives.
These alternatives will become more available as industry in general moves
towards renewable sources of energy
Cars will also be more reliable which may suggest a diminishing need for
breakdown services such as the AA. In reality most cars will be even more
reliant on electrical systems which are the most common source of problems.
By 2020 AA patrols will arrive at a breakdown having been guided there by a
GPS system which will have asked the car’s computer what the fault is,
diagnosed it and ordered the parts for collection en-route!
Can the Scottish Executive deliver this vision of “best in Europe” public transport
alternatives and high tech cars running on high tech roads? The answer, of
course, is that it cannot unless we see a step change in public investment in
transport to set the ball rolling. Whilst the private sector will be involved when
markets are established seedcorn finance will be needed to establish common
standards and pave the way forward. Reform of motoring taxes is an essential
pre-requisite
Pay as you go charges will become the norm but their introduction will be a
political minefield unless motorists see them as fair. The only way to
demonstrate fairness is for the Scottish Executive to put in place a fully funded
long term package that completes Scotland’s motorway network, updates old
fashioned roads and establishes quality public transport alternatives drivers
can see and touch.

2020 Vision
●

fuel efficiency for similar classes of vehicle was found to
vary widely - from 2.5 to 4.7 kms per litre for rigid vehicles
and from 2.0 to 3.3 kms per litre for 38 tonne articulated
vehicles. For the latter type of truck, raising fuel
efficiency from worst to best practice could save
7300 litres of fuel annually (valued around £5000
at 1999 prices)
the study included the first ‘energy
intensity’ calculations for distribution expressed
as the amount of energy required to move a
pallet load of food 1 km. In ideal conditions, 15
ml of fuel per pallet-km could be achieved but
the average of the fleet surveyed was 33.4 ml.
Improving energy efficiency to the mean could
produce fuel savings of 8.8%, cutting annual fuel
bills per vehicle by just over £2000 and cutting
total CO2 emissions from the fleets surveyed by
around 12,000 tonnes per annum

on average, vehicles spent only 35% of time running on
the road, representing substantial under-utilisation.
Refrigerating vehicles were typically loaded 4 hours before
despatch, resulting in higher fuel use and pollution

Trying to produce a “2020” vision of
how car use will develop over the
next two decades is fraught with
difficulty but it is almost certain that
our desire for individual transport will
continue. All the trends indicate
more demand for travel unless the way we live and work changes radically.
Home shopping and teleworking will be important but the increased leisure
time created will almost certainly feed the travel habit. By 2020 our new land
use planning guidelines will have produced more sustainable towns and cities
but whether this will balance current trends remains to be seen.

By 2020 technology will be reducing congestion, increasing safety and providing
much better information to drivers. The M25 controlled motorway shows what
can be done for traffic management but the AA wish to see this going much
further with everyone using in-car navigation systems to direct them to the best
routes, book their hotels and warn of trouble ahead. Incident management

●

●
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to achieve savings in operating costs and in vehicle
emissions, greater co-operation will be required between
companies at different levels in the supply chain, mainly
to promote backloading, load consolidation and the
rescheduling of deliveries to avoid peak periods and
generally improve vehicle productivity over the 24 hour
cycle.

The one certainty about future transport
policy in Scotland is that it will be
unpredictable. Changes in key personalities,
government priorities, resources, and public
opinion, will all influence policy decisions.

The merits of road pricing will continue to be debated, just as they have over
the last 20 years. Are we any closer to seeing a scheme implemented on the
ground now than we were in 1980? The theoretical case for road pricing has
not changed but an important recent development has been to give greater
consideration to the political requirements of a scheme. Implementation still,
however, seems a long way off. It will require a political administration with the
determination to push forward a scheme in the face of what will inevitably be
vocal opposition, even if only from a minority of the public. Allowing congestion
to constrain traffic levels may not be the most theoretically elegant strategy of
all, but it does have its politically attractions.

The changes in thinking that seem to be
occurring south of the border demonstrate
that stability cannot be taken for granted.
Suddenly the ‘sustainable’ transport agenda that had seemed so deeply
ingrained into current thinking appears threatened. Under such conditions, the
idea of a ten-year plan - as proposed in England - seems more like a tool to get
over short-term political pressures than to guide long-term investment decisions.

What about better public transport such as light rail schemes and new rail lines
in our towns and cities? Existing resources may ensure that one-off projects
continue to be approved, but their more widespread delivery will depend on
new charging schemes or the Scottish Executive itself securing more funds for
transport. Better physical integration of public transport - with through ticketing,
smartcards, and area-wide tickets in areas where this currently does not exist
- seems a safe bet.

How the current changes of thinking at Westminster will influence policy-making
in Scotland will be an interesting test of the relationships between the two
Parliaments. The sustainable agenda has always seemed that little bit less
firmly grounded in Scotland than south of the Border - perhaps because of our
distance from the South-East of England where movement problems are at
their most severe.

The ‘missing links’ in the motorway network will continue to be a major debating
point on inter-urban travel. Ultimately, will the pressure groups supporting the
schemes ever back down unless they get their way? Tolling may well be the
favoured option for some new links, particularly once people see the Birmingham
Northern Relief Road - soon to become the UK’s first toll road - in action. Interurban rail investment is likely to depend largely on the private sector. Projects
to upgrade the main routes to England are already getting off the ground and
further improvements to journey times between Scotland’s cities seem
inevitable.

Dr Andrew Forster,
Senior Research Fellow,
Centre for Transport Policy,
The Robert Gordon University Aberdeen

In urban areas, taming the car is likely to continue to occupy the thoughts of
politicians and professionals. Park-and-ride, more pedestrianisation, traffic
calming, homezones and car clubs are all likely to become more commonplace.
Yet whilst technology will make cars cleaner and their environmental impact
may be mitigated, there seems no sign yet that the next 20 years will see any
cultural shift towards less use of the motor car. Car use and the distance that
each one of us travels seem likely to continue to grow - and so will congestion
unless politicians can increase the capacity of the transport system to keep
pace or deliver a pricing mechanism sufficiently high to dissuade motorists
from driving.

What future for transport in rural areas? A better question might be what future
for rural communities? The car will remain the dominant means of transport.
Lifeline ferries and air services seem sure to continue, but the economics of
rural railways could become a talking point. Talk of closures or ‘bustitution’ are
bound to be politically contentious, however. Perhaps new innovative ways of
managing these lines - such as micro-franchising - will emerge, with
responsibility for day-to-day running of services passed to local communitybased operators.

FirstGroup Advances
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ScotRail Drives Ahead
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All of the initial tranche of Turbostars have now been delivered, allowing
these new trains to be introduced between Glasgow Queen St and
Edinburgh and on some services from Edinburgh to Aberdeen. The
intention is to extend Turbostars to Glasgow-Aberdeen services and
possibly a service to Inverness. (From personal experience, the Editor
has been impressed by the attractive interior of these trains and the more
comfortable and quieter ride). The new trains have allowed the older, and
increasingly unreliable diesel sets, used on Fife peak services to be
withdrawn. The
Class 158s formerly
used
on
the
Edinburgh-Glasgow
route have been
cascaded to routes
such as the Far
North Line and are
seen in use on the
Old and New at Haymarket Depot
C. Donnelly occasion of the
125th anniversary of that line last year. New-style liveries have been applied to the Turbostars
and 158s.

Extracts from recent presentations by Bob Montgomery, Director (Scotland) of FirstGroup to public transport activists and the RTPI Transport
and Planning Seminar.
FirstGroup in Scotland now comprises First Glasgow, First Edinburgh and First Aberdeen. The company also has substantial interests south
of the border and overseas, including involvement in rail passenger franchises and in light rail systems. It was also one of the prime groups
involved in CERT (City of Edinburgh Rapid Transport). Investment by the Group had risen sharply as a prerequisite for ‘growing the market’ and
encouraging modal shift to public transport. The bus industry had broken away from old perceptions of decline with commercial and marketing
skills being vital for growth, aided by quality partnerships with Local Councils and others which avoided the deadening bureaucracy of the past.
On the bus front, the principal interests of the Group lay in local and urban bus services rather than longer-distance coach routes.
Achieving high and sustained levels of bus priority on key corridors had to be a key objective in traffic management and here FirstGroup was
reliant on co-operation from Local Councils and the police. There was still a lot of scope for further bus priorities in Scotland and closer links with
land-use planning. In the past, the bus had been seen as so flexible that it could fit into any land use plan. Bob challenged this viewpoint, arguing
that land use plans had often encouraged shifts to car use. What was required was a stable network of core, high frequency, high reliability bus
routes which could themselves influence planning and business decisions - encouraging development along quality public transport corridors in
town and city centres and at other interchange nodes.
FirstGroup had an established record of giving a high profile to marketing and staff training, complementing
investment in new vehicles and bus priorities. A great deal of attention was also being given to integrated
ticketing with other operators and there was an undoubted need for systematic improvement in the levels
of timetable and fare information provided at bus stops. However, this needed a simpler route pattern and
increased co-operation. The Glasgow ‘Overground’ (see STR ISSUE 6, Summer 1999) and the
accelerating pace of bus priority routes (see article by Glasgow City Council, STR ISSUE 5, Spring 1999)
gave firm evidence of improvement [FirstGroup also gained the UK Bus Industry Award for Marketing in
1999 for the ‘Swap a Banger for a Bus Ticket’ scheme: Editor]

Bill Wilson

STSG Annual Awards for Excellence

Expanding on Glasgow as a case study, Bob explained how over 50 bus routes had been modified to
provide 18 core ‘Overground’ routes and other subsidiary routes from August 1999. All Overground
routes were guaranteed for 10 years and had 10 minute (or better) frequencies between 8 am and 6 pm.
The aim was to move most of these routes to full ‘five-star’ quality with low floor buses, good interior
design, 24 hour operation (with a minimum hourly service overnight), excellent information and a high
level of bus priority. The first route to get the full treatment would be Route 62 from Faifley to Baillieston
with Route 66 following and many of the 18 core routes operating on a 24 hour basis by the end of 2000.

Readers are reminded that STSG is introducing its own annual awards for excellence in
freight and passenger transport. Further information can be obtained from Brian Weddell
at Redwood House and completed applications should be returned by 31 May 2000.

Scenes from
the
North Line

Public Transport Awards

A Glasgow winter scene from the 1980’s

➔

Turning to the issue of fares, Bob said that much research had suggested these were unimportant compared
to quality. However, FirstGroup’s experience showed that it was often sensible to back high quality with
lower off-peak fares and a freezing of other fares. First Glasgow had not increased fares since August
1997, and the £1.40 off-peak return fare introduced in 1999 had proved very successful in raising usage.
100,000 off-peak tickets were being sold every week and this compared very favourably with the poorer
Swap your Banger for a Bus
results from the £1.30 transfer tickets also introduced in 1999. Flexible, multi-journey trip tickets and
smartcards were being examined to make ticketing more friendly. As to results, 1999 had seem the
number of First Glasgow trips change from decline around 4% a year to 4% growth. This was achieved despite the impact of the Overground only
coming from August and despite the lack of full-scale bus priorities on any route. With fuller priority coming after present City Council consultations,
buses could be used to give higher capacity at peak periods and ensure greater progress in cutting congestion and getting people to transfer from
car use. Perhaps the future could see some households sending ‘second cars’ to the scrapheap knowing that they could depend on quality public
transport which would also be bringing better
services to those without cars.

Glasgow Central station has been named the best station in Britain in a competition run by Railtrack while
the renovated Hielanman’s Umbrella (Argyle St below Central Station) has gained the Ian Allan Railway
Heritage Trust Award (S30Nov&H11Dec) Several Scottish companies appear in the Bus Industry Awards
for 1999. Stagecoach Western, based at Ayr, was runner-up in the Bus Operator of the Year Award with
First Aberdeen highly commended. First Glasgow gained the top award for marketing with the ‘Swap your
Banger for a Bus’ campaign. Arriva Scotland West was highly commended for the first bus-based loyalty
card in Scotland. In the Bus in the Countryside section, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (Western Isles Council)
was highly commended for an integrated Stage and School Bus Network leading to increased usage. The
new Bus Station at Stirling was runner-up in the Infrastructure section.

Bill Wilson

A £7 million refurbishment of the ScotRail Caledonian Sleeper services to London has been completed, including a new purple and dark blue
livery and the addition of seated capacity on overnight services. Prices for seated accommodation start at £20 one-way or £30 return. Improvements
include toilets for disabled people and specially adapted berths for wheelchair customers . Seated passengers have the benefit of a reclining
mechanism, meal tray, folding armrests and seat back nets. Individual reading lights are provided and lighting can be subdued. Doors in the
seated coaches have been given special ‘seals’, ensuring a high acoustic and thermal performance minimising noise and draft. Customers also
have access to a buffet car which remains open all night. A toiletry pack is available, including an inflatable pillow bag, cotton eye-shade, earplugs,
a pair of socks, awake wipes and a pack of mints. (Information courtesy of ScotRail Outlook magazine, Issue 11, February-March 2000)

Interior and exterior
views of refurbished
Caledonian Sleeper
(with interior view being
the seated coach)
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